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Annual Soybean
Promotion Day
gets undemay
at MSU's RSEC

40
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Citv eyesfuture revenue sources

By 'Orden Bendt
MSU
fietations
Mun-ay State University and
the Kentucky Soybean Board
will host the Sixth Annual
Day
$L,bean
Piumotion
Tuesday, Jan. 26. The event
takes place in the Murray
Room, located inside the
Regional Special Events Center.
Admission is free with reservations.
Registration begins at 4 p.m.
Seminars and discussions begin
at 4:30 p.m. with featured
speakers including Jerry Gulke
from the Gulke Group, and Dr.
Matt Roberts, professor at Ohio
State University (OSU). A sponsored dinner starts at 6 p.m.
The opening session will
begin with Gulke, full-time
farmer and founder of the Gulke
Group. Gulke began farming in
1975 and is actively involved in
NI 1,800-acre corn/soybean
farm. Thanks to his common
sense and his ability to manage
a farm dunng troubled times, he
received attention from the
media and began writing articles and columns for various
die
publications. Gaining
respect arid attention of producers, Gulke moved to the field of
consulting and developed th,-.

Representatives of city's largest
employers told something must
be done to keep finances stable
HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wrner
n the fourth of nine scheduled meetings about the City
of M-Jrray's revenue and
expenditures, officials told
business and industry leaders
Monday that something must
be done soon to keep the city's
finances stable.
At 1 luncheon held for some
of the city's largest employers
at the Robert 0. Miller

Conference Center, Director of
Administration Matt Mattingly
said that the City Council and
city employees were in the
middle of a comprehensive
revenue study that would deterrrune the city's direction not
only in the 2011 fiscal year, but
in five, 10 and 15 years down
the road. Finance Officer Alan
Lanier said they had reviewed
most of the data available
about the city's expenses, taxes

and comparisons to 22 other
cities in the region. He said the
next step was getting input
from the community about the
needs it believes are important
and how much they are willing
to pay for them.
The city's mair sources of
revenue are frotn property
taxes, insurance premium taxes
and vehicle license taxes, or
city stickers. In the 2010-2011
general fund budget of approximately to $7.2 million, 56.2
million comes directly from
taxes and fees. About 46 percent of the city. s revenue
comes from property taxes, 27

•See Page 64
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Matt Wittingly, director of administration for the City c4
Murray, gives a PowerPoint presentation to business 'coders
Monday.

TOE GoEgfiCESTORM OF 2009

A year later, city, county seen as better prepared
Challenges were
many for those
on the front lines
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
n the minds of those on the front lines of
last year's ice storm, two words stand out
when looking hack on the disaster:
Community and communications.
The first is what the leaders are proud of
during the ice storm and days following. the
latter is what challenged them the most. As
power lines fell and ice chilled the air, community leaders praise the efforts of Murray
and Calloway County citizens for coming
together to recover. The leaders also remember how difficult it was to communicate with
each other and with residents after many channels of communication were severed
overnight.
As the one-year anniversary of the storm
approaches, reflections on those days have
been shared by many
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-Pictured abovc, wor-kers cut trees downed during the
2009 ice storm while at lett. bottled water is distributed to residents of the community without power.
Below is a broken power pole.

By The Assoe4.tierl Press
sunny.
asday Partly
Highs in the upper 30s. West
winds 10 to 15 mph.
night. .Partly
Tuesday
cloudy Lows in Me mid 20s.
Soumwest winds 5 mph
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 40s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night...Moctly
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of rain. Lows in the mid 30s.
Thursday.. Rain/sleat likely
and a slight chance of freezing
rain in the morning...Then
snow. .Sleet likely and a slight
chance of freezing rain in the
afternoon. Highs in the upper
30s. Chance of precipitation 60
percent

Kys....! Lough. Hawkins Teague & Tom Berry
/Ledger & Times fite photos

Millwood sentence
postponed to Feb.
for legal questions
By TOPA BERRY
Staff Writer
Sentencing of former
Murray State University
John
student-teacher
"Drew" Millwood on an
amended sexual abuse
charge was postponed
until February during
Calloway Circuit Court
action Monday morning
Millwood. 24, was initially accused of having Millwood
sexual intercourse with a
17-year-old female Calloway County Higtr
School student last year and charged with.
first-degree sexual abuse, tampering with
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EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
Jeff Steen. deputy director of emergency
operations. said he and his emergency operations tearn knew of the coming storm but had
no idea it would be as severe as it was.
"We knew it was coming and knowing it
was coming was great but the magnitude was
qirprising," Steen said. "Many emergency

•See Page 2A
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III Better prepared...
From Front
organizations prepared hy topping off the gas tanks of emergency
%chicle, but what was a little bit frustrating was that there way
plenty ot information about dse coming ice in the media hut people
ignored it "
Onne the ice hit. Steen and the rem of his (CAM set up shop in the
newly t:ornitructed Public Safety building on campus at Mumiy
State I Inivervity within a matter of hours This huilding had been
Null with the intention (it honing an emergency operation% center
(In ) hot no one (nineties' to have to use it so %non
"The paint waan't dry yet.** Steen *aid jokingly. "Inn a very nice
taciltty and gave our FIX' an emergency generator. communna
lions. even Internet "
The advanned EOC capabilitie. gave Steen 4nd other emergency
responders a jump start on taking care of husineas. Two-a-day EOC'
hnefings ensured that all agencies had a chance to share need.; and
information that could then he diaseminated to the public Above
all. a got the ball rolling quickly on recovery efforts that Steen credits to how Murray was able to recover fairly quickly compared to
other cotnmunities
"People can look back and make a lot of negative comments but
the community used reitources well and that's one of the reasons
Murray was back open for business before other communities- and
I know we got leas ice than some other places- but it waa the cooperation acmss the board that helped get us hack up and running." he
saSidt'een cited a worker at Winslow Cafetena at MSt who could not
get out of his driveway to come to work and ended up walking
many (kicks juat to come prepare food for others He said it was
just one of thousands of stones of how the community stepped up
to take care of each other.
"While we had trees on power lines and across roads, the volunteer emergency services worked alongside people who just owned a
truck imd a chainsaw to clear roads. The result was our major corridors were open to bring in supplies and get people who needed help
out," he said.
With many channels of communications cut, the EOC' served as a
major hub for information. Cellular tower failure caused some cell
phones to not work and many radio stations were without backup
power as well. WKMS on campus at MSU managed to get up luid
running with a low-power antenna and kept a line open to the EOC
to deliver information to anyone who could tune in.
Steen also mentioned that ham radio operators volunteered their
time and traveled to different areas to set up communications with
the E0C, including shelters.
As a result of the expenence. Steen said he feels residents will he
better prepared should another natural dicaster hit.
"I think the community is going to be n lot more prepared. I think
most people won't he caught flannxited. We already have some
more emergency generators in places where we didn't have them
before to pump fuel for our emergency vehicles and a lot more residents now have emergency generators in their bomes.
Communications should he improved as well, I have heard some
cellular companies have been improving their services." Steen said.
LOCAL OFFICIALS
In looking back at the storm and recovery, local officials are
pleased with the way the community handled the disaster despite
the negative impact.
"Really, it was a temble time for us." said Larry Elkins, Calloway
County judge-executive "But as I look back on it, I'm very proud
of the way the community handled the disaster. I think our response
was about as good as it could have been given the circumstance"
Murray Mayor Danny Hudspeth was serving on City Council at
the time of the Ice storm, but joined in recovery efforts and was
pleased w(th how the city responded
"I think what stands out the most is the shock of not heing prepared But we got out and got to work that morning, and all the individuals that needed to
in place were in place. Hudspeth said.
Elkins said that while a disa c flan was in place before the
storm, nothing is like real-life experience.
"Obviously we had a plan in place but pnor to the ice atorm all we
had to go with were tabletop exercises. We learned some things that
we should have. done differcatly and saw some things work just
fine. Hopefully we won•t have anything like it again. but if we do I

III Soybean .
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From Front
Gulke Group He has become
one of the M041 respected market analysts in agriculture today.
with a focus to inform. eduaate
and aid producers in the area of
risk management.
Roberts will conclude the
event with remarks in the closing session. He is an associate
professor in the department of
agriculture. environment and
development economics at
OSU. Roberts is a nationally
known expert in the grain and

energy markets and is an active
speaker, appearing approximately 50 times per year around
the nation Fie has heen quoted
in The Wall Street Journal. the
Chicago Tribune. Associated
Press and Forbes, and has been
interviewed on CNBC.
Individuals wishing to attend
the 2010 Soybean Promotion
Day are asked to RSVP as soon
possible. For more inforntation,
contact Rhea Wright at (2701
809-3556 or by email at
rhea.wright murraystatendu
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Residents remove debris from a road during the massme ice
storm of 2009
feel we'll he better prepared," Elkins said.
Hudspeth said a Ng challenge for the city was communications
and they have since taken steps to ensure they can stay connected
should a major service cnitage occur
"We•ve changed the types of radios and telephones we have in
case everything goes down
communications is the most critical
thing and 1 think we've taken a step or two up so we're in a hetter
place next time," Hudspeth said.
WATER SUPPLY
As anyone living within city limits will remember, the local supply of water all of a sudden trickled to a stop after the ice hit
Normally, generators would have powered the pumps and kept a
cafe supply of water flowing through the pipes hut a major burst
forced them to shut down
The water outage was caused by what we call a 'water hammer.— said Freddie Onaryan. chief water plant operator. "We had
gone on alert the week prior and wen- seeping all the tanks completely full. This creates more pressure nan usual so we were run•
ning pumps to maintain that. When the power started flickering, it
caused the pumps to tun) on and on', creating the water hammer."
With flickering power. water flow was slowed and then reversed,
causing two competingflows the pipeline that hit each other with
what O'Bryan said %vas a force equal to two locomotives hitting
each other head on.
'That force went to the weakest point (in the pipeline) which
caused the break." he said
Currently. O'Bryan said the Rural Water Association and Public
Service Commission are working to put together a community alert
system that can he activated whenever major storms are predicted.
This alert will advise residents that they may lose service and to
prepare adequately.
"The system is something new that the Public Service
Commission is recommending that we do. They're going to have a
hearing on it in February to see what type of alert system will be
best. I'd like to see it done collectively in westem Kentucky since
we are all usually affected the same," O'Bryan said.
When inclement weather is imminent, O'Bryan said it's always a
good idea for residents to keep a three-day supply of water (three
gallons) for each person handy. Fot boil water alerts, he said to boil
water for three minute% at a rapid boil before drinking.

MI;

erators ready to power our radio repeaters "
With the additional equipment and apace. Maraum
optinino
that his department will he better prepared should another maim
outage occur. hut was pleased with how the ice storm was handled
"You can. thank people enoug.h for bonding together and getting
through the urne They say the first 72 hours (of a diaaster) are the
most sntical and we pnwered through an Marcum said
Officers with the Murray Polne Department found themselvey
rno•tly prepared for the outage. thanks to a large permanent generator at the nation
"We did have a few situations where officers were trying to provide for their families. arid that was definitely consideration.- said
Ken Claud. MPD chief "Gasoline was an isnie for a while but the
city pumps got back up and running "
With aecunty systems offline. looting and vandalism could have
been a major concern hut Claud said there were very few incidents
over the course of the storm He added that the cooperation of all the
emergency service agencies was a MaJOT player in how quIckly the
recovery progressed
"Whenever you have a lituation like that, it's really a matter of
cooperation
I think what we had last year really exemplified
that" he said "Really there's not much more we can do until s,
major situation) happens. You try and make the beat of the situation
and get out and provide traffic control and things of that nature "
SCHWA.SYSTEMS
Snow days are common in the arca. but not being able to get in
touch with administrators isn't That was the situation Bob Rogers.
Murray Independent School Distnct supenntendent, faced.
"The inability to communicate was the toughest part. Trying to get
ahold of staff to corne check buildings and food supplies, we had a
hasketball team in Richmond who had 'rouble communicating with
their parents. that's the thing we hadn't really dealt with before,"
Rogers said.
To onthat that in the future. Rogers said he and the MISD administration hay e d nsin in place where everyone knows tenet their role
is prior to a drop in communication. After carrying out their preassigned tasks, they will convene at 3 pre-arranged time and place
to meet and regroup.
"I've been doing this for 4? years and that wa.s ana ing I neve
had to deal with and hope I never have to deal with again." Roger,
said. "It made us think, that's for sure."
In the Calloway County School District. superintendent Steve
Hoskins faced a different problem. Walk-in coolers at each building
were slowly warming up after power was lost and food was at risk
of spoiling.
"When those coolers rise up to a certant tempt./ ature all that food
can't he used." Hoskins said.
In addition. the building's water pipes were cooling with each day
heat was unavailable. sreating
(k of bursting pipes. Thankfully.
no water pipes burst and the buildings were saved from ffixiding.
Hoskins also said nie school busses were in danger of damage
since many rural bus drivers park their hus at home at nignt to be
more efficient.
"We had driveways blocked, busses covered in trees limbs and
horrible mad conditions." Hoskins said.
Hoskins added that he and his staff feel better prepared should
they face a similar situation again.
"We've learned some things from handling it last year that we
probably hadn't looked at befoee. It was a go(xJ realistic exercise.'
he said.
SHELTEFLS
• • -When the Calloway Counts chapter of the Amencan
d-Cross
first opened their disinter shelter atter the ice storm. thsaarlagok with
eight. voltmeters Since then, eaecattve director Jenrufer Wilmtiamed
close to 40 people have signed on to help as disaster volunteers.
"People have volunteered becauce they want to help in times of
disaster," Wit:on said.
Wilson said the corrununity support was tremendous after thc
storm hit arid she was thankful for how everyone worked togethe
While gaining many volunteers after the fact, she said there were
many during the d:sestet who stepped up to help.
"It was neat to see what we had come together. We had spontaneous volunteers appear and we got them taxiked up and some are
now official volunteers." she said.
Since then. she has gained a fuil-time Americorps disaster pre
paredness representative to help prepare for times when multiple
shelters will be necessary.
The ice stomi came at an ironic time for Wilson, who had just
been on the job for six months.
"That week I had signed up to take massive care overview and
shelter care operations courses, so I ended up getting a very hands
on training," she said.

EMERGENCY SERVICES
hiCt because there was a coating of ice over everything didn't
mean it couldn't still catch fire, as emergency responders soon
found out. For the Murray Fire Department. the water line downtime hod a major effect cm how- they were able to serve the town. An
apartment complex on Highway 641 caught fire and cmickly turned
into a major blaze. Despite assistance from Calloway County FireRescue, the water eventually ran out.
'That was something that we really coukIn't help. We use water
with everything we do and to sit there and watch something go up
completely in flatnes and know there is nothing you can do is not a
mos feeling," said Mieaaal Skinner. MFD chief. "You just can't
connnately prepare for everything but have to do the best with what
you have."
Several other smaller fires in the city were easily handled by the
MFD. but fire truck dnvers had to move through the streets with
caution to avoid the low-hanging branches and power lines weighed
down with ice. Skinner said in the future his department is going to
he much more aware of potential water line pmblems.
-If we ever have a water leak again. I think people are going to
pretty much drop everything to go out and find it to get it back
online That's not to say that didn't happen (during the ice stormi
HEALTH CARE
but it was a hard one to !mate." he said.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital was alive with activity
The CCFR units were fine with water supply as they mainly get
dunng the storm. caring for those already there and those that came
their water from ponds and creeks in the county. However. they
in for care.
were faced with numerous branches and other debris blocking the
"I remember employees and physicians working together and takroads.
ing
special asnignments around the clock to assure continued med"When we had a fire call we had to run stnaller vehicles in front
ical care was provided to the citizens in our community." said
of the trucks to cut the roadways open. For the first three days.
Melony Bray, MCCH spokesperson. '"The hospital also set up our
every call we got we had to cleat the roads to get to," said Earl
Outpatient Surgery area tci function for those without power who
Hicks, CCFR chief.
Hicks said the department fared well due to preparedness. but ran came to the hospital for a place to use their oxygen."
Existing internal and external disaster plans were put into action
into trouble with a failed generator. They've since added more perto get shelter and ftxxl ready and continue care for those in
manent generators at the stations and purchased mire chainsaws to
need.
Bray said through the storm they were able to acknowledge areas in
have on hand.
the
disaster
plan
that
needed
improvement and recognize where they
"We're out when there's any type of storm so we were prepared for
were successful.
trees thenn just
irtaisy at onc
flicks said. "Evcry time
there's a weather alert our guys automatically stage at their stations
BUSINESSES
in case there was an event. When the ice storm hit. I didn't have to
Don Cherry. Murray Kroger store manager and regional group rnanag
call them. they were already there."
The Calloway County Shenff's Office faced a similar situation to ea first realized the full impact of the storm when he had to use an
CCFR in road conditions. In tinier to carry out the numerous wel- employee's cell phone to contact the Memphis office for assistance.
"They informed us of what they were watching on the television chan
fare checka on residents in the county. madways and driveways had
nen. about the ice storm and that's when I teamed the extent of it." said
to he cleared to even get out to the homes.
he
The Murray Kruger had heen built with an emergency generator that
"All of our equipment was up and running but it was getting to the
allowed basic operation of the store. and Cherry had a larger generator
places that was difficult." said Bill Marcum. Calloway County
driven in from St. Louis shortly thereafter to ragain power to
Sheriff_
the entire
store. With the capability to provide services to residents, the Kroger
The Sheriff's office eventually gained sonic assistance from the
park National Guard. Kentunky Fish and Wildlife and Henry County. Mg lot quickly filled and checkout lines stretched deep nay the aisles.
As pnme as the situation would be for disgruntled employees
Tenn., which helped them greatly.
and customers. Cheny said the seene was amazingly subdued.
As Marcum moved his offices to a new location on Olive Street
"The community was very considerate even with having
recently, the ice storm was on the forefront of his mind in laying out
to wait in line
for over an hour. They just took the time to talk with each
the facility.
other It was a
concerti
when
you
have
that many people in one place and there was no
"When we moved in we put a bigger generator and added space
way to call the police or aheriff. plus they're busy- with
fin an emergency management team." he caul "We alw ha%:'
other things,"
genCherry said. "It gave me a lot of pride in the community"
Without phones to contact his employees.
Cherry wasn't sure who
would show up to work. lie ended up having more
than expected.
"The employees really pitched in and helped out
on this. I had employ
0 - 0 0 DOWn
ees not even scheduled for work who left their families
to come in and
If You Ovim Land
help out," Cherry said.
Elsewhere in main. businesses managed to get up and
or Have Family Land.
ninning with the
help of emergency generators and the slow return ot
power once the TVA
Great Rates - power linea were rewired

Financing Available
We Own The Bank

800-052-9742
-Call Now!

From those leading the recovery efforts to the
residents huddling together at home waning for power to he restored. everyone
a as affected by last
year's ice storm Now that the event is a year in
the past, community
member( find themselves much better prepared
should an ice storm of this
magnitude ever stnke again
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Leeds Wallace PauloI

Lonnie Wallace Paschall. 74. Murrey ched Monday len 25,
2010, at Shady Lawn Nursing Honw. Cadiz
lines- Miller Funerel Home is in charge of arrangements Online
condolences mity he made to www imesmiller corn

Darrell Ray Warren
Darrell Ray Warren. 72, Murray. died Monday. Jan. 25. 2010, at
his home He was a bnck Layer and fiumer end a member of Bell
City Baptiit Church
Preceding him in death were his parents, Fame And Dons West
Warren. and one sister. Wilma io Brandon He was born Aug. 21.
1917, in Calloway County
Survivors include five daughters. Lisa West and husbautd. Mike,
Mayfield. Shelly Adams, Sarasota. Fla.. and Rohm Bynum arid husnarel„ellen, Rhor.da Springer Arid friend, Larry Fnencli, atisl Samna
DAvis And husband, Mike. all of Mnrray. one sem, Justin Franklin
and wife, Moliy, one sister. Sue Lermnons. and one brother, Charlie
Warren and wife, Beverly, all of Murray; 19 grandchildren: Mein
great-grandchildren
The funeral will he Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of LH.
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr. William Dodson olibenalig.
Bunal will follow in the Murray City Cemetery Visitation will be at
the funeral hoine from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday)
Expressions of sympathy may he made to Murray Gideons, P.O.
Box 931, Murray, KY 42071.

kali gay Oates
Jack Clay Oates. 68. Dexter. died Monday, ran. 25, 2010, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Aug. 19. 1941, in Chicago,
he was dee son of the late
Clayton and Mildred Tidwen Oates. Also prceeding him in death
were ene another. Stanley Oates, and two grarelchinnee.
*A-vivart include his wife. Anita Host Oates; two daughters,
Kiarberly Knott and husband, Kenny, and Karen Schrnin and husband, Bnan, all of Dexter; two sons, Tom Clayton Oates and wife.
angeia. nnannelview, "texas, arid Tim Cline', Ones awl wife,
Suzanne, Lowsvine. seven grandchildren.
J H. Churchill narteral Home is in rharge of arranger:se-efts.

Mrs. Clem lane Miller Phelps
COVINGTON. renn -• - Mrs. Clara Jane Miller Phelps, 79,
tnovingtort, died Monday, Jan 25, 2010 at 3 a.m. at Memphis. Tenn.
She was a graduate of filghman High School. Paducah. and a
graduate of Murray State University. An Active member of First
United akthodist Church, Corington, she was a former president of
the Memphis Conference of United Methodist Women.
She was the daughter of the law R.M. Miller and Reba Brnwn
Miller of Muiray, Ky.
Survivors include her husband, Russell Phelps: le daughter,
Janet Phelps Sparkman and husband. Haynes. Franklin, Tenn . one
son, Keith Phelps and wife GrAce. Covington, rine brother, Dr.
Rohert Miller Paducah, Ky; five grandchilaren
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Fen United
Methodist Church, Covington. Rev. Tim Carpenter will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Munford Cemetery, Cevington. Visitation
win be at the Maley-Yarbrough Funeral Horne from 5 to 8 p.m..
today Ones-lay) and from 1 to 2 p.m. at the church on 'nednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be mack to First United Methochst
Church, Covington. TN or tr nMCOR Haiti Relief.
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Wayne Tlearn, 66, Farmington. died Monday. Jametey 25, 2010,
at 12:30 a m at his home. He was of the Baptist faith and was
retired as a sheet metal vrorker from the Randy
Thornton Company in Murray.
He was the son of the late Victor and Pearl Mae
Dunn Thom. Also preceding him in death were one
daughter. Elena Lynn Thorn, and two brothers,
Marvin Thorn and Charles Thorn.
Survivors include his wife: Diana Bruce Thorn;
four sons, Billy Wayne Ilwen, Murray, Joseph Lee
Thorn, Mayfield, Christopher Allen Thorn,
Gilhertsville, and Steven Lynn Thorn, Famungton;
16 grandchildren., one sister. Marcell Shendan,
Thorn
Hazel. four brothers: Donald Thorn, Dale Thorn,
Bobby Thong and Ronald Thorn, all of Dexter.
Ilse funeral will be held Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Charles Frazier will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Story Cemetery, Bell City (Graves Co.) Ky.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tbesday) at the funeral
home..
Exressions of sympathy may be made to the American
Syringomyelia and Chian Alliance Project, P.O. Box 1586,
Longview, TX 75606 or to the American Cancer Society, C/0
Brenda McClaran 510 West 9111 St. Benton. KY 42025.

More Amencan men
headed to college
More men are attending college and graduating with a bachelor's degree. reversing the tendency of female undergraduates
to outnumber men and outperform
them
academically.
according to A new report out
Tuesday
One notable exception is
young Hispanic men -- especially new immigrants -- who
are falling further behind
Hispanic women
Men account for 43 percent
of overall college enrollment
and earn 43 percent of bache- figures that
lor's degrees
have remained consistent since
the early 2000s.
However. the analysis by the
Vvashington-based American
Council on Education shows the
dispanty lies largely in the fact
that men are much less likely
than women to go to college -or rrtum to college --- later in
life: Undergraduate men age 25
or older are outnumbered by
women in the same age group 2to- 1 .
"Traditional" students who
head directly to college tram
high school are split between the
genders. Men still lead in the
number of PhD and MD degrees
awarded. while the genders are
about even in graduate programs
in law and business administration
"Vahy arc Mell less likely
than women to enter «,r reenter) higher education later in

lifer researcher Jacqueline
King, the author of the study,
asked "Perhaps the higher
salaries that men of all education
levels continue to command in
the labor market depress enroll
ments, or men are less willing 10
the amount they svork
(and earn) in order to pursue
higher education, but additional
research is needed."
There 13 disagreement about
the causes of the college gender
gap, the extent of Lhe problem
and what should be done about
it. While some scholars and
experts argue that earning disparities provide financial greater
incentive fin women te attend
college, others claim schools
systems biased against boys
leave them are unprepared for
college.
Still others caution that whatever the pmblems facing men as
a whole, attention ought to be
focused on minority and poor
men who face the greatest challenges. After decades of discrimination and exclusion from
many campuses. women became
the majority on college campus
es after 1978, an outgmwth of
the women's rights movement
and a drop-off in male enmllment after the end of the
Vietnam era. By 1990, the
female-male breakdown was 55
percent to 45 percent. The gap
widened to 57 percent to 43 percent in 2()03 and has been frozen
there since
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U.S. not ready for biotermrist attack

WASHINGTON(AP) -- The
United States isn't prepared for
a biological terronia attack. A
congressionally mandated panel
said in a report relented
Tuesday.
"The Commission on the
Prevention of Weapons of Mans
Destruction Proliferation gave
the l; S A failing grade for its
efforts to prepare for and
respond to a biolovcal attack.
such as the release of deadly
viruses or bectena
"Nearly A decade after Sept
I I . 2001
and one month after
the Chnstmas Day bombing
anempt, the United States 13 failing to address several urgent
*seats, especially bimerronsm,"
said former Seri Bob Graham.
chaiminn Si the commission
"Each of dis last three adrninis-

tration, ru, been slow to recognize and respond to the Nothreat But we no longer have
the luxury of • slow learning
Lurve. when we know al-Qaida
is interested
bioweapons.
Retired Air Forte Col Randy
Larsen, the comnussion's executive director. said the poor
preparation for the swine flu em
denuc m 2009 is prcof that the
country is not positioned to
respond to sometiung more sennue Larsen pointed to the early
shortage of H IN I vaccine
desp.te a six-month warning
from health officials that the disease wotad be potentially deadIy
No one in the Marna administration has taken the lead for
protecting the country against
hesterronsm. Larsen said

E.spesially usyublaig
the
lack of pnonty given to the
development of medical countermeasures -- the vaccines and
medicines that would be
required to mitigate the :sonsequences of An attack.- the report
said
The report recommended five
steps the government should
Lake to deal with the threat of
bioterronsm
- -Conduct A comprehensive
review of the domestic prograrn
to secure dangerous ; nogens.
-- Develop a na Jsal strategy for advancing the ability to
conduct forensic analyses of
bioterror attacks
-Tighten government oversight of laboratories that deal
with dangerous pathogens.
-Promote a culture of secu-
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the nati,
•.1 ri.i
response plan to pre,.er Kal attack, trom
caeualues
The commission V.:IN formed
by Congress 10 Alwar the goe
ernmenta rt:Aux., 14 11' ICITOf
attack involving weapons ot
mass destruction Its report ti.:
lows a study released Monday
that wanted that Al - Q.11.1,1 IN Sill I
pursuing technology to conduct
A biological, chemis:al or even
nuclear attack against the :nited
States.
That study, released by
Harvard University's Beller
Center for
S<Aence
Jnd
International Affairs. said alQaida's "top WMD pnonts tan
been to acquire nuclear and
strategic biological weapons
EnhAllt.e

Thousands of vets could get benefits upgrade
WASHINGTON (AP) - A more dollars in increased
military review could bring mil- monthly benefits.
bons of dollars in benefits to
Former Army Sgt. Juan
thousands
of
Iraq
and Perez. 36, of Owosso. Mich..
Afghanistan veterarrs discharged said the ikveloprnent in the suit,
with postoraurnatic stress disor- filed in 2008 in the Ian. Court of
der.
Federal Claims. was a relief.
The military has armed to Perez, a father of five who did
review the records of recent vet- two tours in Iraq, said he has
erans discharged with PTSD
inigraine headaches and an eye
decide whether they were injury related to a head injury
improperly denied benefits.
sustained in Baghdad fie also
Tlw agreement stems from a has nightmares end takes medjudge's order in a class aCtion ication for his mood related to
lawsuit originally filed by seven PTSD.
combat veterans. They alleged
Since he left the military, tie
the military Westin>,denied ben- said, he and his wife were laid
efits to those discharged, ar leAst off from their jobs and declared
in Art, beeause of the disorder bankruptcy, in part because of
during a six-year period that nit.dical bills from the birth of
enckd Oct. 14, 2008.
his two youngest kids.
Legal notices are currently
'I'm glad that they are finalbeing mailed to about 4.300 vet- ly moving forward and reevaluerans informing them they can ating the soldiers that need to be
"opt-in- to the lawsuit until July reevaluated and doing the nght
24 to be part of the expedited thing." Perez said.
review. Attorneys for the veterAnother of the veterans who
ans estimate that millions of dol- filed the suit, former Marine
lars could be paid to veterans Cpl. Tyler Einarson. 28. of
under the agreement, with some Moorhead, Minn., who was shot
veterans receiving hundreds or twice
while
serving
in

Afghanistan in 2003 and has
PTSD. said Monday the suit
could rnake a signficicant financial difference for veterans like
him.
"It's a fight every day.
Something like that changes a
person, and not necessanly in a
good way," Emerson said of his
war expenence.
PTSD 13 an anxiey disorder
that can develop after a terrifying event in whteh the person
was physically harmed or felt
threatened. Symptoms can range
from flaaliaaaks to problem
drinking.
At issue is the disability rating given by the military to veterans .lisct. -ged with PTSD.
Each of the seven plaintiffs was
given a rating of 10 percent or
less.
The law requires the military
to iis:•,ign a disability rating of at
least 50 percent to those discharged for PTSD. said Bart
Stichman, co-executive director
the National Veterans Legal
Services Program, a nonprofit
organization that represents the

veterans. Since October 2()08.
the nulitary ha., given the 51,
percent rating to those di,
charged with PTsr). sth_hnLii,
said.
The higher rating ensures thai
the veteran rece:%es lifelong
monthly' disabilits payments.
free health care for the vetetan
and the veteran's srxxise. voll
as health care for the veteran
minor children
if a seesran qualities tor
higher desability rating. he 'or
she may re,ceive back pay 'as
well a3 reimbursement for
health care expenses.
To heir die affected veteran,.
the National Veterans Legal
Services Pregram and Morjzari
Lewis & Bockius LLP law rine
have coordinated about 100 volunteer lawyers to offer free
counseling. Stichman said en
possible s-ome veterans will
qualify as part of the class action
suit who did not serve in combat. but instead were discharged
for FTSD related to some other
type of traumatic event. such as
rape.

Obama calls for three-year spending freeze
WASHINGTON (AP) Facing voter anger CN‘Tr mounting budget deficits. President
Smack Obama
will
ask
Congress to freeze spending for
some domestic programs for
three years beginning in 2011,
administration officials said
Monday. Separately, Obama
unseiled plans to help a middle
class "under assault" pay its
bills, save t, - retirement and
caae for Inds and aging parents.
"The 4ividing freeze would
apply to a reiativeiy smell portion of the federal budget,
affecting a $477 billion pot of
money available for domestic
agencies whose budgets are
approved by Congress each
year. Some of those agencies
could get increases. others
would have to face cuts: such
programs got an almost 10 percent inciease this year. The federal budget total was $3.5 tnllion.
The three-year plan will be
part of the budget Obama will
submit Feb 1, senior administration officials said, commenting on condition of anonymity
to reveal private details. They
said Obama was expected to
propose the freeze Wednesday
night in his State of the Union
address.

Tbe Pentagon, veterans programs, foreign aid and the
Homeland Security Department
would be exempt from the
freeze.
T'he savings would be small
at first, perhaps $10 billion to
$15 billion. one official said.
But over the coming decade,
savinp would add up to ilSO
billion.
The White House is under
considerable pressure to cut
deficits - the red ink hit a
record S1.4 trillion this year or at least keep them from growing. Encouraged by last week's
Massachusetts Senate victory,
Republicans are hitting hard on
the issue, and polls show voters
increasingly concerned.
Obama's separate public
conunents previewed other topics in the State of the Union
address.
The proposals he described
won't create jobs. but he said
they could "re-establish some of
the wcurity that's slipped
away." His remarks aimed to lift
the nation's dour mood and
show he is in touch with the
daily struggles of millions of
people as resentment runs high
about lost jobs and the economy.
The initiatives amount to a
package of tax credits. spending

expansions and new mandates
on employers to encourage
retirement savings by waiters.
Most of them will be included in
Obarna's budget for die fiscal
year starting Oct. 1, ar.A diey
will require approval from
C. tigress. °barna will release
that budget Feb. 1.
The president's latest rollout
of ideas served as a preview of
his pnme-time State of the
Union address. The economic
elements of thia speech will also
cover lemma e plans to boost
job creation and reduce swelling
budget deficits - areas of concern to the public.
Obama's address will outline
his second-year agenda across a
spect-um of issues. including
tighter rules on Wall Street
behavior and a push for financial
discipline in Washington. He
also is expected to touch on the
controversial issue of gays in the
rrolitary.
.among the president's economic ideas:
--Nearly doubling the tax
credit that families making
under S85,000 can receive for
child care costs, with some help
for families earning up to

$115,0C10. too.
--Capping the size of penodic federal college loan repay ments at 10 percent of borrowers' diseretionary income to
make payments more affordable.
-increasing by $1.6 billion
the money pumped into a feder
ai fund to help working. parent.
pay for child care, covenng an
estimated 235.000 additionat
children.
--Requiring employers whe
don't offer 401(k) retiremeni
plans to offer direct-depose
IRAs for their employees. v,ith
eaemptions for the smallest
-Spending more than $.101)
million to help people care tin
their elderly parents and get support for themselves as well.
The White House maintained
that its imperative still is to create
jobs.
Unemployment
remains in double digits, and the
economy is the public's top concern. Yet Obama said that
squeezed families need help in
other ways, too: paying for child
care. helping out aging parents.
saving for reurement, paying oft
college debt.
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Compassionate Friends Support
Group to meet Thursday

Stuffed
animals to
be delivered
to hospital
LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Mrs.
Stephenie l'oungblood, the
reigning Mrs Sly Old Kentucks
cklivenng severHome. v.111
(
'by %. grial stuffed dogs donate
OUS teeehers throughout western
Kentucky to give to (ht. children
who are cunently patients at
Kos,iii Children's Hospital
She will els° he twinging
several children's books along
to read to rech of the children,
as well as having her picture
taken with any child who wants
to so that thes. can have a lasting
memory of their day with a
beauty queen. She will he
escorted throughout tire hospital
by G. Hum Rounsavall. Jr., a
Louisville native and the rergnmg America's Mt. U.S., a
national pageant held annualls
in Mississippi,
Mrs. Youngblood has spent a
!donne serving the needs ot her
tornimunity throughout westem
Ketituay ensi is now trying to
expand her impact hy hrtnging
het talents and effon to the
lsiuisville area. specifically to
help the community's critically
ill children,
She is aware that meny of thr
patients served by Kosair
Children's Hospital come from
hcr area of' the stste, anti she
truly wants to make u tasting
impact on not only those families, hut ell families in need.
Mrs. Youngblood has been
an integral member of venous
social service ptograms, tncluding an expansive military support group which pruvides support for troops and then.families
from Fon Campbell. She hits
dedicated substantial amount
of time to the Kentucks' Stete
Police Tiooper Island Camp,
which provides a week lung
camping excursion for underprivileged children.

Compassionate Friends Support Group
will base Its next meeting on Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of
Murray-C'alloway County Hospital. This is it
group for perents who hart lost a child or
young adult through death.
For more Information call C'haplain
Kerrs Launtrert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett
at 731-498-8324.

Jo's
Databook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County Chapter of Amencan Red
Cross is scheduled to have it blcxxi drive on
Wednesday from 1 to 6 p.m. at Mumty Middle
School. 801 Main St., Mumy

A Social Security representative is scheduled to he at the
Calloway C'ounty Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims.
For more information call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the
May field office at I -270-247-8095.
Photo provided
SPECIAL EVENT: Pictured are the LAMP Homeschoolers Night of Living HIstOry Event hela
January 22, at the Callo.vey Count), Librery They are front row, from left, Ech0 Falwell,
Felwell, Isaiah Jones, Matthew Johnston, Carter Johnston, Elise Roach, Nntosha Purcell
and Eliana Pureell, back rOW:. Joseph ROso, Berson Jones, JOnn Roso, Nathan Ward, Laurel
Johnston and Nicole Ward,

Volunteers needed for the 4-11 Reality Store
An appeal hus been made for
volunteers for the annual 4-H
2010 Reality Store to he held in
thc Murray State University
Curris Center on Monday and
Thesday, Feh 8 end 9
The store is an active. handson real-life simulation which
gives young people thc oppottunity to explore cturers and make
lifestyle and budget choices
sitnilar ti) those adults face on a
daily boos Current lth grade
and 10th grade students will
attend the Reality Store (on different days).
Stvdents wit, assume they um
27 cars old and have completed
basic educational requirements
for their specific occupation.
Students then are rendotnly
assigned u tamily situation (single ce. marrted with (1 to 3 children)
The students will draw an
occupinion based on their cur-

tent GPA. 'They are "given' the
equivalent salary and proceed
through the Reality Store.
'There are many booths at the
Reality Store that students must
visit and workers art needed at
each booth Below is a listing
of all ot the booths:
Uncle Sam ttmes, etc)
Bank (checking accounts,
deposits, savings)
Houeing (rent or purchase
housing for their family)
Transportation (must decide
what mode of tnuisportaiion to
fit family needs)
Insurance (must pm chase
insurtince for house, car, etc)
Clothing (purchase clothing
for themselves and family)
Grocery ffood, drtnk and other
household items)
Utilities (electric, water, gas)
Childcare (arrange for child
care depending on job, COM,
family site)
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Blood Drive on Wednesday

SS representative here Thursday

Entenainment (vacations, dining out. movies, etc)
Furniture (purchase furniture
for home)
SOS (for students whs nee t.
Of
want
financical
counseling/advice)
Property Taxes (tax bills for
homes, vehicles, boats, etc)
Communications (cell phones.
computers. Internet, satellite,
etc)
Health and Beauty (haircuts,
perms, makeup, deoderant, etc)
Medical/Dental (doctor and
dental visits)
Supplemental Income (extra
income thrtrugh part•time lobs)
KHEAA (students can gather
additional
funds
for
collegeheehnical school)
Chance (recieve unexpected
insotne or expenditures)
There are four "shifts" where
volunteers are needed:
Monday, Feb 8, M!15 - I 1:15
a.m. and 11:45 am - 2:45 p.m.
(10th graders)
Tuesday, Feb, 9: 8:15 - 1 1:15
san and ll 45 am - 2:45 p.m.
(7th graders)
If you would like to volunteer
at any of the above booth,.
please
-Intact
Danielle
Schwettman at the CCMS I.aker
Anchor Youth Service Center at
shelly.schwettnumecalloway.k
yschools.us or 762-7365.

National Guard
arranging for
interviews
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Laker Bands change date
Calloway County High and Muidie School Laker Bands have
postponed their chili supper and auction for Frtday because Mc-rray
High School canceled their games as the MHS LAdy Tigers yin be
playing in the All "A- Tourniunent this weekend. The chili supper
and auction will he on Thursday, Feb. II 1.-oir 4.30 to 6:30 p.m. in
the school cafeteria when the canceled baar.etbe:: games will be
held at CCHS.

UDC Chapter to meyt
J.N. Williams Chepter of the United Dedghters of the
Confederacy will tr oet Wed iesday at I i A.M. at Ryan's Family
Steak House. Dixie Hupkins will present the prognun on "Robert E.
Lee." Any lady interested in her Confederate r.,e, sy is io.ited. Fo:
information call Frances Spillman at 435-4130.

Talkmasters will mett
The Talkrnasters 444 Conimunications Club will meet
Wednesday at the Calloway C'otuity Public Library. New members
are welcome For information call Sharon Siebold, leader, at 7536487.

East PTA pleis event
Officers of' East Flenrentary School PTA wit! teachers of East
Eleinenotto School will be waiting tables for ttps on Thursday from
4,30 to 8 p.m. at Mugsy's Hideout, 410 Main St., on the north side
of the Mumty Court Square, No alcohol will be sold that night.

Mlgazine club will meet
Murray Nlagazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Dumplin's, All members are urged to attend.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off poends sensibly ) C'hapter .469 will meet
Thursday mt 5 15 pin, in tbe annex of Calloway (.'otinty Public
Library. For infunnation cell Stephanie Cunningham st 753-66415.

Narcotics group will meet
Nan:ottcs Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p m
:t77
St44
..lo7.
h2
n004
's Episeopal C'hurch For information call 753-8419 or 1

Retirement dinner planned
A retirement dinner tor Ellie Christopher end David E, Riley 1r,
of the Calloway County Farm Service Ageocy will be Saturday, Feb.
6, at 6 p.m. et the Finn Baptist Chun:h Fellowship Hell in Murray,
'Tickets are 520 per person. Anyone wishing to attend should call
thc Farm Service Agency at 733-1781.
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Weight Loss class planned
Kirintey United Methodist Church will conduct a 13-week
Weight Loss Bible Study. titied "First Place 4 Health" at h p.m.
tonight ITOesdity) in the fellowship hall ot the chureh. For more
infonnation call Katuna Darnell at 489-213h.
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North Fantastics will meet
North Pantastics will meet Wednesday trum after school until
4:30 p.m. The ptygrarn will be on Electricity and Speeeh and
Demonstration Opportunities in 4-11,

Bingo planned Thesday
FRANKFORT, Ky
We are
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight aliesday I at 6.30
arranging interview opportunip.m ut the KC hull on Squire Road, Murray'. The public is invited.
ties with Is, Col. Kirk
Hilbiecht, Kentucky National
Murray Singles will meet
Guard State Public Affairs
Murray Singles will meet toingt (Tuesday) at 7 p.m, in the annex
Officer, who is currently of the Calloway County, Pohltc 1.1hrary. For more informetion call
deployed to the Dominican Pat at 489.29(A).
support
Republie
in
ot
Solo piano recital tonight
Operation Unified Response,
Dr, A, Matthew' hliiesoni will present a solo piano ret ital tonight
the humanitanan relief mission
tniesday) at ft p,in.
the performing arts hull on thr campus ot
to Haiti,
Murray State University. The public is invited and there is no edmisInterested parties should %ion eharge.
either reply to this CMAII Of call
the 502-607-1562 Ole 502-229Hall of Fatne Banquet scheduled
Murray State University Athletic' Hull of Fame Benquet will be
3227 to Au-ranee an interview
Friday, Feb. 5. at the MSC: Regionel Special Events Center. Doors
time
The Kentucky' Au National will open at 3:10 p.m., dinner et 6 p.m. and ceremony at 6:10 prn.
Guard currently has about 50 Ticket's are 530 per ;tenon. Reservations are required and there are a limited number of tickets available. RSVP deadline is today
members depioyed in support
(Iliesday) To make reservations cull Crystal Morrow at 270-809Operation Unified Response, to 3746.
include the 12.3rd Contingency
Responee Cnoup and members
First Methodist UMW plans Sew-A-Thon
ul the 12.1rd Special Tactics
The t limed Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church
Squadron.
is conducting their annual Sew-A-Thon through Friday. Participants
Since last Friday these AlfMr11 will hc cutting labile for dresses and shorts on the sevond Mew ot
have processed in excess of 200 the Christian Isle Center. This mission project is where women cut
tons ot supplies, to include an and sew simple ii•litie dresses and drawstring shorts for the children
in Centre! America where the mission team will go this summer
emergency shipment of plasma
Seweri are needed Individuals may pick up pre-cut dresses And
Airmen hAVC shorts to take
Special
home to complete and then return them to the church.
assisted in emergency eupply air For more informatisn contact Paula Hulick at 753-0323 or Donna'
drop with US Air Force C- I 7s. Toler at 09 h232,
The I23rd CRG ix also teaming
Glendale Place sending cell phones
up with other nations to form a
Glendale Place Assisted loving Community is ready to send oft
joint command post to help
the first nrund of cell phone donations to recelular, Currently the
expedite additional aid.
For stones, photos and video place has 2Y phones ready to ship out. It' you got a new cell phone
recently, then recylcle your old or unused cell phone wtth the proof the Kentucky Air National
gi am that recycles the old cell phones to purchase calling cards for
Guard's mission in Haiti visit soldiers overseas If you would like to
donate your old unused cell
http://kentuckyguard.word- phone, drop it off at Glendale Place, 906 Glendale Rd , Murray.
press.corni.
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Ten yeani ago
Published is a picture of
Dr. Durwotal Beatty. former
Murray State Universtty agnculture professor. checking on
classification efforts of 4-11
member. Daniel White dunng
a geology class et the Weaks
Center The photo was by Staff
Ptintograapher Bernard Kane
Murray High School Cheerleaders won second place in
the All-A Classic at Richmond,
In high school basketball
games. Calloway County Laken lost 61-43 and 1.ady Laker% lost 52-35 to teams of Marshall County High Schtsol. High
team scorers were McClure for
boys and Lassiter for girls for
Calloway and Lyles for boys
and Linebeiry for girls for
Marshall.
Twenty years ago
ELicted as new officers of
the Oaks Country Club were
Bill Sealy, president; Norman
Lane, vice president; Melva
Hatcher. secretary; and Rick
Melton, treasurer.
Murray State University Racers won 81-75 and Lady Racers lost 84-74 to teams ot -Tennessee Tech Gtilden Eagles in
basketball games at Cookeville,
Tenn. Th. Racers are now In
first rface in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Births reported include a boy
to Tammy and Mike Montgomery, /Mil. 22.
Thirty years ago
The Murray High School
Marching Bend has been mimed
one of the top 16 high school
hands in the United Stales by
the National Band Association,
according to 13.addy Li.:ht, MHS
!sand dire "in
F3blisl...4 is
picture of
workeni tuck pointing the brick
of Wrather Hall on thc Murray State University campus.
This was the first building erect-

cif on the MS1' campus.
Barths reported tnclude
boy to Mr and Mr% Larry
Stinson, Jan 4, a boy to Mr.
end Mrs. Bill Chumbler. Jan.
6,
Forty years ago
James Johnson, executive
secretary or the Murray C'hamher of Commerce, spoke about
"Consutner Protecnon- At a
Consumer lineation Class at
Murray High School.
In high school basketball
genies. Munay Tigers lost 72
to 69 tn overtime to Mayfield
CardinAls and Calloway Leiters lost 76-52 to St. Mary' s
Vikings. High scorers were
Hudspeth for Murray and Rushing for Calloway
Births reported include a
boy to Di and Mrs James
David Duncan, Jan. 10,
Fifty years ago
Wayne Ezell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. N.A. Ezell of Murray. freshmen at Murray State
College. has been named 1969
Kentucky Champion Future
Fanner as
result of farming
achievements end successful
application of vocational agnculture uaining.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include A boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Li111y, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Odc11 Jarrett and a boy to Mr.
anti Mrs. Kenneth Ray Keel.
Slvty years ago
A total of 3,339,377 pounds
of tobacco • r sold on the
Murray Market for 5861,22(1.53
for S25., per hundred weight
for the past three days of sales.
Births reported ir'.!••de
boy to Mr, and Mrs. Amos
Hill and a boy te Mr. and
Mrs. Coffield Vance, Jan. 16;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wi!liam
T. Story, Jan. 17, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lamberth, Jan. 19.

111,111V III

Five years ago A S Marine
helicopter crashed in restem tray,
killing 10 Marines and a Navy
medic aboard. A man parked his
SUV on railroad tracks in Glendale. Calif., setting off a crash or
two conuriuter trains that killed
1 people. ;The SUV's driver
Juan Alvarer, was convicted rf
murder and serteenced to
conmum, life: terms) C'endoloezza
Rice was sworn In as secretary
of state, following het confirms
tton by the Senate
one year ago: Timothy (kithner was sworn in as tlie manor's
75th treasury secretary, less than
tin hour after winning Senate eoniimiation. The impeachnsent irial
of Illinois Gov Rod Blagoies.ch
Iblah-GOY'-uh-vich) opened in
Springfield, with Blagotevich refusing to take part, saying the toles
were biased against him

ACROSS
! Vendetta
h Centurion's
m0011
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12 To boot
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19 Slot-machine
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As the Bee Gees sang. 'You
should be daaaancin', yeah!" - ST1:L DANCING IN GRAN;TE sill/. ILL.
DEAR STILL DANCING:
Your letter was among hundreds
I receis_u ,
out that
"Blushing in
rancisco's"
•
dilemma is universal. Read ow
DEAR ABBY: My husband
is a contractor, and his office
is in our home. lie enjoys
playing music while he works,
and we often hear him singing
happily along.
One evening when my
daughter was I I, she had some

friends over and was trying
her best to ignore the fact that
her dad was singing while he
worked, and hoping her friends
wouldn't notice. All uent well
until Shortie Twain 4:11ne on
and he started singing along
to'Man! I Feel Like a Woman!'
We all laughed hystencally, and it's still one of our
favorite memories My daughter saw that her dad could
laugh At himself, and that her
friends enjoyed the humor without losing respect for him.
Not to take oneself too seriously was the lesson learned.
It's one we all need reminding ahout occasionally. -STILL LAUGHING IN SAN
JOSE
DEAR ABBY: When my
daughter was about K. 1 was
walking her to the door of her
school and thought I'd have
some fun with her, so I started acting like a cross between
the Hunchback of Notre Dame,
Dracula and the Muinmy When
1 asked if I wes embarrassing
her, she responded: 'Why
would I be ernbarra.ssed? You're
the one acting silly!" I immediately stopped because she was
right What she understood at
her tender age Wild that you
can only be responsible for
your own actions. -- MOM IN
HAMILTON,
ONTARIO,
CANADA
DEAR ABBY: My advice
to 'Blushing" is to enjoy her
mother while she hes her. When
1 was in my teens, my dad
mortified me with his dancing whenever we went to the
gnx:ery store_ While pushing
his shopping cart. Dad woukl
bebop up and down the aisles.
As an adolescent, it embarrassed me to no end.
I look back now and regard
my father's dancing fondly -mainly because I have two
delightful stnall children who
inherited their grandfather's
tht...ing When I we
Inuit: "pertorm,' I know my
dad is looking down from
heaven and chuckling, too. -PROt!D MOM IN GEORCIIA
DEAR ABBY: I was ember..issed every time 1 went to
the mall with my mom because
she'd usually burst into show
tunes
re we got out of the
parking hi.
I em now al') And I sins
in parking lots, too. I finally
understand thkt the most valuable lesson my mother ever
taught me was to
that song
in my heart out and not care
what anybody else thinks. It's
empowering, and 'Blushing"
should give it it try. -- SECOND-GENERATION SINGER
DEAR SINGER: Ont of
these days, try it in a parking structure. The acoustics are
as scxxl as any you'll find in
a recording studio. -- LA-LA
IN L.A. aka DEAR ABBY

Weight loss may help
hypertension
DEAR DR. 1,.:(1TT: I ain 4
57-year-old mole with hypertension. for which I take Levan)!
Nine year. ago. when I weighed
118 pounds. was treated tor the
hypertension for thr lust (MIK I
rniusagod to lose I la pounds by
mid-2002, and the problem went
away
Since
then, I have
gained hack
half the lust
weight And
dill
once
again hypertensive Will
losing
that
weight again
result in the
loss of the
hypertention'
A second
By
concem
I
Dr. Peter Gott have is with
the prostate
As you are aware, we are ban.
barded with advertniements hawking drugs to resolve BPH In the
ads, symptoms are listed. Based
upon the symptoms, when should
I sock a doctor odvicel I have
some of the symptoms hut not nearly to the extent spoken of. or wnt.
ten tbout tn the commercials For
instance. I don't fully empty my
bladder imd may have to unnate
twice at night, but that often
depends upon how tired I arn and
what I have consumed I have
my PSA checked each y:ar. and
it's always found to be within
nomsal limits Physical CXAM.% hose
Also proved negative
DEAR READER: Let's constder your issues one at a time
I assume you have been placed
on Levatol. a presenption medication designed tor combating
high blood pressure and other conditions The drug slows down the
heart, thus allowing it to pump
more efficiently It should not be
prescnbed for p,..ople who already

have * slow heartbeat or other
specific cardnu conditions asth
Mg
Bring overweight or obese roises the risk of hypertension Me
more Mad y Mils% A person has.
the more hlood is required to supply oxygen and nutrients to the
body 't tissues And. As you hose
dass:overed weight reduction tan
often bring blood pressure !etch,
within A normAl riutge, Allowing
for a reduction or complete Child 'nation of medication in some
cases
An dilefilig Al Weight 10V. will
likely he toupled with autking
more healthful hoof ChOICC%. eating smaller portions, reducing salt.
and decreasing or eliminating fast
foods Not only will you get
Around more easily and feel better, your entire body will run
more smoothly It as hu healthier to lower your body weight and
conuol your hypertension without
the use of drugs than to stress
your entire system and expose it
to possible side effects of medication Lifestyle changes are not •
always easy, hut, as a general
rule, they art well worth the effort. ,
If you have penodic blood Wiling to evaluate your prostate and
have an annual exam, you can
likely forget all the ads ytsu see
on television and in newspapers
A titling' exam will reveal any
prostate growth that might require
follow-up. If you are 4VidfC you
don't empty your bladder completely, try to do so. Nighttime unnation is conunon if fluids are consumed too late in the evenang
Consider a trial of nu fluids tor
lour hours prior to retiring for
the evening If you sleep through
thc night without hosing to unnate, you have your answer Then
speak with your pnmary -care
physician to determine whether
your fears are vahd

Dr. Gott
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spade, a club and possibly two diamonds in addition to the heart
already lost Nes ertheless, he
pressed onward, praying for a generous assist horn Lady Luck.
After cashing the ace of spades.
he led a low diamond to the queen,
hoping it might prnvitie An eutry
dummy But when Last rwoduced tne
acc and returned the ten of diamonds,
that hope went aglimmering.
Declarer woe tbe trick with the
king and had no choice hut to lry
down the king of spades W'nen the
quern Appeared. Lady Luck bade
him a fond tiire.ell and left him to
his osso devites.
!loath was folly up to ibc task.
Atler draw ing the mis.sing trump, he
cashed the Jack of diamonds, resealing the 4-2 %plat Fast was now certain to get a diamond trick, and it was
There Ls ao question Mai the ele- declarer's job to turn that deselopment of luck plays A major role in the merit to his own advantage
outcome ol many deals 1- seri so, II
Accordingly, StAith cashed his last
lucky trzak mum often he accompa- two spades, coming down to the A-Q
nied hy skillful play if the benefici- of clubs and the se.en of diamonds.
ary it to cash in on his good fortune. last had no problem disc.-ding o,
Cossiat. .Ais COW where South the first :oink but was !tweed to let
arrayed at hair spadet after West had go of his last heart on the second
opened .ith a sseal, isso-hean bid. spode in order to hold thr nine of
West lea the heart ace anti continued diamonds and K-1 of clubs
Nith A SCCOIld heart, ruffed hy
Declarer new led his duuncod,
deelam
and last
d dead duck Ile won
South did not care much fr. his ss,th the nine hui then had to return a
chances Vt'll/1 110 entries to dummy, club, allowing South it. take the III.
it seemed
he would lose a ning club finesse for his contrao
Tomorrow: Two less one ctivals 2.220.
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DEAR ABBY: I had to
respond to •Blushing in San
Francisco" (Nov. 211, the 11 year-old girl who's embarrassed
because her mother sings and
dances in the mall. I was that
mother A ICVI years ago
My daughter and I shopped
in
trendy
stores where
the
music
was really
loud,
and
when
she
saw me bob
iny head and
move to the
music, she
Dear Abby would shake
her
head
"no." I'd do
By Abigail
it again •Van Buren
just to torture hcr As she tned on clothes,
she would pop out and say,
"Have you been dancing again?
This is A no-dancing zone!'
We laugh about it now.
When 1 teach, 1 tell my
students what i
[hey tell
me unanimously that they
would die if I were their mom
-- to which I respond that it's
my tob to make them miser-

!!--;`-ti,s

:r school until
d Speech and

intmet will be
Center. Doors
y at 6:10 p.m..
and there are•
lime
today
v at 270-8(19-

Teen embarrassments turn
into fond memories later

Today In 111story
By The Associated Press
during World Wiu II went ashore
Today is luesuiav, 1411 26, the in Northern Ireland
26th day tal 2010 111,../c
In 1966. National Football
days left in thr year
Leagoe team ouners chose Pete
TOdAY4 Highlight in History
Rotelle to he thr new commisOn Jan 26. 1450. India ollt
sioner, succeeding the late Ben
proclaimed itself a repub- Bell
lic as Ratendra Ptasad took the
In 1%2. the United Steles
of tate as president
launched Ranger 3 to land KlanOn this date
ittIc Instrument% on the moon -tn I lilt, Me rim European set- hut the probe missed its tarrii
tlers in Atistralia, led hy Capt 'hy more than 22.000 rinks.
Anhur Phillip, landed in pirsent•
In 1979. former Vice President
Lilly Sydney
Nelson A Rockefeller died in
In 1837. Mainitan het rime the New York al rge 70
26th state
Ten years ago The gnuidmothin 1841, Britain formally occu- ers of Ellin Gonzalet hugged and
pied lions Kong. which the C'his kissed the sot-year old boy durnese had teded to thc British.
ing A tense. 90-minute meeting in
In IM61. LOUIMAIIA
cded from Mitmi Beach that had been
thc Union
arranged by the S government
In 1924 e:tor Fru' Newman Tennis peat Don Budge, who in
was horn in Shaket Heights, Ohio
1938 hecrune the first (kind Siam
In 1942, the first Amman winner, died in Scranton, Pr to
expeditionary hove to go in Funnw age M4

;lands), January 26. 2010 • 5A

21 Deposits
22 Cravats
24 Dela -25 -- Enterprise
26 Hundreds of
mins
27 Vegas aMactrit ara.11

I
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24. Oty of ale
31 State; of Metros
32 Safety-testing
org
33 Prince Harry's
TOM
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FOl MY REPORT TODAY

I HAVE BROUGHT Mg DO6

YES NE'S A REAL DO6 NO,
1 T'5 NOT A LITTLE KID* A
DO6 SUIT NO, NE DOESN'T
TALK..D065 DON'T TALK

.c.

34 Halter
35 Type size
36 Effect
38 Make fun of
39 Pitch In
40 "Tao — Ching"
41 Brownish fruit
42 Spat
44 Verdict givers
48 Different thing
48 Fak.ed out Me
goalie
51 PFC superior
52 Ms. Ferber
54 Half, In cornt)ou
55 Practiced Zen
58 Genie's grant
57 Tire feature

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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I Groovy
2 Bracket type
3 Futile
4 Pr direcnvea
5 UPS unit
6 Planet discovered in 1781
7 Ornwses oft

8 Current meas
9 Hogh mark
(hyph )
10 Lose feathers
11 KInsto role
18 No ig
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all

18 Lhasa 20 Cartouches
22 You formerly
23 — Man
Tnathlon
25 Apartment
27 Prompted
28 Time waster
29 Prudish uer
son
30 Boxfoo pieces
34 Cut of beef
36 Fissure
37 Complete
reversals
(hyph )
39 Going on
41 Makes lunch
42 Neutral colors
43 Early Peruvian
44 Obi-V1lan, for
one
45 Psyche component
47 Wield an axe
49 Grounded bird
50 Performed
53 Satisfied sigh
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II City eyes...
From Front
percent is from insurance premiums and I 1 percent is from
city stickers. Lanier referred to
the three main sources as the
"three-legged stool" on which
the city government stands.
"If it's a three-legged stool,
it's an uneven stool." he said.
Mattingly said the payroll
expenses for the city's 90
employees is approximately
$5.66 million and the city's contributions to FICA (Federal
Insurance Contribution .Act),
state retirement. health insur
ance and workers' compensation are largely beyond their
control but increase each year.
Health insurance costs are the
only one of those four requirements that aren't set by law.
Lanier said that with the current
funding sources and expendi-

Murray Ledger & Times
tures, the city could face a spread more evenly in sonic sticker pnce could
be increased
deficit SI million to $2 million way
from $50 to $110; or an addievery year in the next five years.
To illustrate the challenge the tional 30,000 tickets could be
Lanier said one of the prob- city faces in closing the average sold. Mattingly
stressed that
lems with the city's revenue $1.5
annual gap between none of these increases were
model is that while funds come revenue and costs, Mattingly being
recommended, but he
from people who live 'uid wort showed several ways the gap wanted to shov.
that the solution
in Murray. the vast majority of could theoretically be closed. to the finallCial
problems would
the tax burden comes from peo- Propeny taxes could
be likely not be solved by one
ple who live here. but not from increased 20 cents per 3100 of thing.
people who live outside the city assessed value; an additional
Several of those in attendance
and work here. People who $388 million in property could asked if
the city planned to recwork in Murray but don't live be annexes' into the city. adding ommend a
payroll tax and
here are only responsible for to the current amount of approx- Mattingly said
the presentation
purchasing city stickers, so imately $733.1 million; the was for informational
purposes
Lamer said Murray's citizens insurance premium tax could be only. He said
it would be up to
might need to decide if they doubled from the current the council what to do
after getwould like to see the tax burden amount of 9.5 percent; the city ting as much feedback
from the

public as it could. Several suggested that people were hesitant
to pay the price of a city sticker
all at once and wondered if there
might be an efficient way to
spread the cost over a period of
time.
Councilman F.T. "Butch"
Seargent said he understood
why most would want to avoid
more taxes and want the city to
cut expenses more, but said the
city's woes dated hack more
than 15 years and probably 30.
He said there were 22 street
department employees in 1980
and only 10 now. which have a
hard time doing everything that

is needed He said the city's previous finance officer was great
at stretching the city's money AS
far as it could go, but that this
hadn't left the city many options
now as costs were increasing
"Where do you cut when.
you've been cutting for 30.
years?" he said.
A meeting is scheduled for the
public on March 1 at Miller
Conference Laruer said people
may pick up a copy of thc presentation at City Hall and that it
should
be
available
at
www.mun-ayky.gov sometime
this week.
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From Front
physical evidence. attempting to
tamper with physical evidence,
cultivation of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia (first offense).
However the first count was
amended to sexual misconduct as
?art of a plea deal with
..'ornmonwealtlfs Attorney Mark
Blankenship's office in October and
Millwood pleaded guilty as part of
the agreement.
During court action concerning
sentencing Monday moming,
Murray attomey Ricky Larnkin,
counsel for Millweod, told the court
he was concerned that state Justice
and Public Safety Cabinet might
require Millwood to register as a
sex offender for life when he retums
to Illinois and not for the proposed
five-year period under the agreement
Larnlon said he had received no
paperwork from state officials in
that regard and asked for a postponement of sentencing until Feb
8.
Under
Kentucky
law,
Blankenship said a defendant must
register as a sex offender for life if
the defendant commits two felonies
against a minor. However Millwood
conunated only one count which
was amended
Blankenship agreed that the prosecution did not want Millwood to
have to register for life.
Foust proceeded with sentencing
Millwood: noting howev-; that
should fultrer information surface
concerning the agreement that
negotiations would have to start
over.
Afterward, Lainkin told the
Murray Ledger & Times that the
court had rescheduled Millwood's
sentencing.
"When we left the courtroom, tho
judge. of course, had alre...h;
the order for sentencing, but the
clerk has to enter it and it has to be
entered before it's actually a final
document," Lamkin said. "But
Drew (Millviood) and I went in to
talk to the probation and parole people and met with Aaron Harper
standing in for Chris letter, who
told them he had never encountered
a diverted sentence like the ore we
had..."
Lamkin said Millwood was told
he could not leave Kentucky until
all paperwork was prepared for
transfer to Illinois.
Lamkin said he returned to the
courtroom and Foust reset a sentencing hearing for February 8 as
previously requested.
"The commonwealth and the
court both agree that if the agreement can be complied with as negotiated it will (stand Lamkin said.
"But if it can't. just like the case I
cited. then it is set aside and you are
back to square one."
The case remains on the docket
while court officials inquire to the
secretary of the Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet concerning the law
and the interstate agreement.
Under the existing agreenient,
Millwood must complete a sex
offender's counseling program and
register as a sex offender in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky with
all restrictions applicable. He is also
to have no contact with the victim.
If for any reason the defendant
breaks the terrns of the agreement,
he will immediately begin serving a
full 10-year sentence.
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Correction
In the cutline for the Calloway
County High School Laker Bands
chili supper and auction published
Monday, the name should have
been Kevin Suiter instead of the
narne released for the event.
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2. Kansas
3. Villenow
t. Syracusi
5 Michigar
6. Texas
7 Geoggeti
8. Duke
9 West VI,
10 Purdue
11 Kansas
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PREP HOOPS

ALL 'A'sTATE WURNAMENT

Lakers speed up, knock down threes in win
•
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RETURN TO UPTEMPO
GAME FOLLOWED
MARSHALL LOSS

SOMCIIMe

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
After last week's disappointing loss to district rival Marshall County at the Superman
Classic, Calloway County coach Bruce Lane
admitted something to himself.
His Laker% aren't a very good offensive team
in the halfcourt.
So the third-year coach gathered his troops
on Friday and [caned the reins on his squad's
transition game, giving his bevy of perimeter

shooters the green light.
The results over Calloway's recent two-game
winning stretch have been hard to argue with,
though Monday's 67-39 win over Caldwell
County at Jeffrey Gymnasium came against
overrnatched competition.
The Lakers scored 70 points in a blowout
victory over Vienna (III.) Saturday and have
outscored their season average -- 59.8 points
per game — in both games since the shift in
style.
"He told us we could get back to an uptempo
game like we played cube,- in the season.” said
point guard Austin Lilly. "He asked nne if that's
what I wanted to play. and I said. 'Yeah.' We
don't have the complete green light. but the way
we shot tonight, we•re feeding off each other."
After a cold start from beyond the arc.

•

CaIloss
resovered to knock down six threepointers in the first half Monday, three of which
came from the hot hand of Lilly, who finished
with a game-high 17 points.
The Laker% went 8-for- 17 from behind the
arc in the game, getting four threes from Lilly
and two apiece from Brock Simmons and Justin
Hill.
The height-challenged Lakers began the season with a focus on outside shooting but got
away from that w.hen thcy died by the threepointer in several early losses.
The tnfecta was biggest in the first half during two 9-0 runs in which Calloway' distanced
itself from the Tigers.
The first run broke a 12-12 tie and gave the
Lakers a nine-point advantage. beginning when
•See LAKERS, 2B
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•UK UNANIMOUS
No. 1 IN AP P()LL
By AM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Wnter
Kentucky Is back in it. familiar
place, and so is its coach.
The Wildcats, the last unbeaten team in Division I, were a
unanimous No. 1 in The
Associated Press' college basketball poll on Monday, their
first time on top since the final
poll of 2002-03.
Only three schools have been
No. I more often.
. For first-year coach John
Calipari, Kentucky is the third
school he has taken to No. I. He
led Massachusetts to the top spot
in 1994-95 and 1995-96. artd
Memphis in 2007-08.
Calipari is 40-5 while coaching the No. 1 team. It's a role
he's ltuniliar with, even if it's
new territory. for a roster filled
with freshmen and sophomores
that has fueled Kentucky's quick
turnaround.
"We've gone from a git)
that's not very good looking to
just a beautiful young man."
Calipari said with a laugh.
The Wildcats (19-0) moved
up one spot, replacing Texas(1721. which was No. 1 for two
weeks before losing to Kansas
State and Connecticut, both on
the road. The Longhorns. who
were ranked No. I for the first
time in school history. dropped
to sixth.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledgor rrnn.,
Kentucky's first game as the Tony Easley is leading the way for the Racers with a .691 shooting percentage from the floor, while
nation's No. 1 team will be at averaging 10.2 points per game. The fifth year senior also has 20 straight games with a block
and
South Carolina on Tuesday Is up to 50 swats this year
night. Calipan isn't sure what to
expect, but doesn't think the
Wildcats will get too full of
themselves.
"This is a pretty levelheaded
group," he said.
, Junior
forward
Patrick
Patterson, who went through two
underwhelming seasons under
former coach Billy Gillispie.
said he's not concerned about the
Wildcats growing complacent.
By MICHAEL DANN
It could be. but it would be a
•See POLL, 26
Vs'estern Kentucky has the best
Sports Editor
$2,000 investment.
streak in OVC history, winning 25
Meit's College Basketball Pal
Billy Kennedy is a happy man
"My former trainer at Southeast straight from 1965-1967. However,
kaall•Scessil
W
these days, and for good reason. but Louisiana is the Saints trainer. but if MSU's I7-game ,treak
1
(65) 19-0 1,625
is the fifth
it has nothing to do with his Racers he can sell (his ticket) for $2.000 he longest in conference history.
2. Kansas
18-1 1,519
3. Villanova
18.1 1 503
being a perfect 10-0 in the Ohio needs to sell them." Kennedy
A big reason for that could be the
4. Syracuse
19-1 1 455
Valley Conference.
quipped. "1 don't want to take his play of fifth-year senior Tony
5 Michigan State
17-3 1,324
6. Texas
OK, well maybe a little, but the money. he's a trainer."
17-2 1.307
Easley, who quickly captured the
7. Georgetown
15-3 1,124
fourth-year Murray State head
Meanwhile. the Racers could be attention of Southeast Missouri
8. Duke
16-3 1.120
coach is a lifelong fan of the New' one of seven teams who could have State head coach Dickey
West V,rginia
15-3 1 113
Nutt
Orleans Saints, who will make their 20 wins by the end of the weekend. Saturday night.
10 Purdue
16-3 9TI
1$, Kansas State
16-3 960
first Super Bowl appearance in Other squads in the running include
Easley finished with a team-high
12 Einghsrn Young
20-1 894
Miami in two weeks.
Kentucky, Coastal Carolina. BYU, 17 points on 5-of-5 shooting from
13 Gonzaga
16-3 847
14 Tennessee
Kennedy might have bigger New Mexico and Syracuse.
15-3 1337
the field and finished with a career15 Temple
17.3 707
things on his mind that weekend
The Racers have now won their high six bkx:ks.
10 Wisconsin
16-4 635
with a showdown against arch-rival last 17 regular season games dating
17 Pittsburgh
15-4 599
"He's a handful and the reason
111 Mississippi
15-4 4ti
Austin Peay on Feb. 5 and jetting off back to Feb. 7, 2009. when they lost he's so gocx1 defensively, he
poses
if Connecticut
13-6 286
to
the
Sunshine
state isn't an option. to Austin Peay.
20 Ohio State
14-6 270
See EASLEY, 2B
21 Vanderbilt
15-3 264

nside Jo

EASLEY GETTING JOB DONE DOWN

Georgia Tech
14-5 194
NOW Mexico
18-3 180
Baylor
15-3 157
UAB
17-2 125
thbers Illsoseleg Veles
Fenda Slate 111 Northern Iowa 106
Clemson 103 Wake Forest 98 Butler 89
Mississippi State 42 Texas A&M 29.
(Adenoma State 25 Missouri 24.
Maryland 22, Cornell 16 040 Dammam
11, Xavier 11, UNLV 6 Northwestern 5,
Siena 3 Virginia 3 Saint Mary s 2,
Louisiana Tech 2 California 2 Coastal
Carolina 1, Harvard 1
Onippil Fees 1111•11ame
Clemson 17
Northern Iowa 20
Mississippi State 23
22
23
24
25

For tne Le'iqer

Emily Benson (lett) and Sarah Crouch (center,
facing the viewer) celebrate with their teammates atter Murray's All 'A' region title victory
over Ballard Memorial Saturday night at
Graves County. Benson and Crouch are the
only two seniors on Murray's roster and are
the Lady Tigers' unquestioned leaders.

LOW FOR RACERS

THE NEED To KNOW

a fan's guide to murray state basketball
Ors the Rebound
.691

21.4

Easiey has the hest shooting
Tony Easley averages 21.4 minutes
for Murray State to date this sea- percentage from the field of any
other Racer. He is 85-of-123
son. The senior center has started
20-of-21 gan•es and has logged a from the floor and gqes 44-of-61
from the free throw line for an
total of 450 minutes on the court
average of .721.
which is 4th best on, the team.

Easley aiso leads the way for
the Racers on the glass. with
5 8 rebounds per game. He
has a total of 122 rebounds
this season. 71 of which
corne on the defensive end.

STAT BOOKS MAY NOT
ALWAYS SHOW IT, BUT
MURRAY'S rwo
SEMORS ARE TONE-SETTERS
*TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Janssen Starks doesn't think trio much about the
way she handled Ballard Memorial's pressure defense
en route to winning an All 'A' region title as a freshman.
The Murray point guard has three more years to
repeat the feat.
Haley Armstrong may have poured in a garne-high
22 points in Saturday night's championship victory.
but the sophomore doesn't get too excited when talking about her own performance.
Ask either of the stars of the Lady Tigers' 62-54
victory how it feels to break a four-year state toumament drought. arti the answer is excitement.
But not for themselves.
"We've been waiting for this forever," Arrnstrong
said Saturday. "I'm just glad for the seniors because
they've t:een really good leaders this year."
Starks has made it
clear from the beginning of the season
Murray rs. Glasgow
that everything the whim 7 p m Wednesday (8 p
Lady Tigers accom- EST)
plish this year will be Whom McGraw Arena (RIctimr.nd
Ky.)
dedicated to the Redid: WS48S, 1340 AM
squad's only two sen- aliderde: Murray 19-1. Glatirgow 1 3-5
1/11•15M Into: Tickets are S8 on sale at
iors.
01Weity HO School until 1 p m today
"It feels so amaz- '11cIssla are $10 at Mceirayer Arena
ing," she says. "This
Ail If Cloak Mats Twirsaaraat
is their first year to
Witelne•day
go (to state). They Haden vs WhileeMd Academy 8 a.m.
Lou.
Holy
°wave.
Bak(Are 930 am
were crying at the
Lex Chnstian
Russell
11 a.m.
end and I'm just so Braaten Go AivsOboro
Cath 12.30p.m
happy to see them get Newport Cent Cale vs Caldwel Ca 4 pfn
Ureen Co vs Somerset
5 30 p.m.
to win this."

All 'A' Classic

Murray vs Gamow
7 p.m.
Ow.* Co vs Wallto-i-Vecna 830 p.m.
Friday
Quarterfinals 9 a rr 9-30 a.m., 11
am 1230pm•
Saturday
Semenals 9 a m 10 3011.M.*
Sunday
Champsonshtp game 11 30 a.rn

Sarah Crouch and
Etnily Benson aren't
the players opposing
coaches focus on
when scouting the
Lady Tigers.
They scored a All Tines CS
.
combined six points 'Murray would play in ass 12 3C1p.m,
quarterfinal on Ftidey anti the 11 3o
out of Murray's 62 a m sernienat on
.
istureav
•
on Saturday.
But despite what the stat books might indicate,
there isn't anyone more crucial to the Lady Tigers•
regional run and state title hopes.
More than anyone else on the team. Crouch and
Benson lived through the dark ages of girls basketball
at Tiger Gym.
Th,ty played significant minutes as overmatched
freshmen when the Lady Tigers suffered their firm mid
only losing season of coach Rechelle Turner's 149,ear
tenure.
Murray barely eclipsed the .500 mark the next Season.
When they were juniors. the Lady Tigers began to
make strides but still failed to snag a win over either of
their biggest rivals — Calloway County and Marshall
County — and fell short of an All 'A' state berth.
'The class of 2009, which was crucial in the rebuilding process. graduated without ever reaping the
rewards of their grunt work.
There were times when Tumer thought Crouch and
Benson might suffer the sarne fate.
She wasn't the only member of Murray's basketball
family., to entertain that thought.
The program's class of 2010 was seven-strong
when they were eighth-graders.
Now. Crouch and Benson are the only survivors.
"-These kids have been through the fire and they've
been thrown into situations that weren't fair to them,"
Tumer says.''We asked them a couple years ago, work
hard and stay with us and hopefully one of these years.
you'll reap the benefits."
Tumer has delivered on that promise.
•See LADY TIGERS, 2B
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FROM Trig
LINEUPS
alUIRAT ST=
Preislie SINIon
No. Name
Poe Yr NI
43 Tony Easley
Si 6-9
FC
00 Issac Miles
G
Jr 6-2
12 Denim ThornasG
Sr 6-4
01
B J Jenkins
G
Jr 6-0
42 Nan Aska
F
So 6-7
11131.196
No. Nemo
P
F °. F
Yrr 6Ht7
Ed Dante.
.03 Isaiah Canaan G
Fr 6-0
Fr 5-11
•10 Jordan Burge G
:11
Donte Poore
So 6-3
G
14 Romeo Smrnons G
Jr 6-0
22 AM McClain
Jr 6-6
F
23 A J Wilson
Jr 6-6
F
Jewuan Long G
So 6-1
50 Georges Fotso C
Sr 6-8

Wt.
200
205
190
205
230

220
WL
175
170
185
170
230
215
180
240

SIU-EDWANDAIIILLE
Pos.
No, Name
LaShaun MurPhYG
01. Kevin Skneman G
03 Aams McCearyG
12 Woe Bundaic C
Denykco BovAes F
r 1g

Yr.
F1
So
Se
Jr
St

Ht.
6-,
6-0
6-1
6-10
6-6

WL
170
185
165
240
210

anowes
Anthony MachelIGT
Cocn Recker G
Dane Church G
Stephen Jores G
Desmond VoungG
Dave Boarden G
Dobrmse tAavrakC
Mark Yelovich F
Zeke Schneider PC

02
04
10
11
22
23
32
33
34.

So 64
Jr 61
Jr 6-3
6-0
Fr 6-3
So 6-4
Jr 6-9
So. 6-6
Fr. 6-9

180
180
175
175
170
166
245
200
220

SCHEDULE
DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
11-9
at Calrtoma
7670
11-14
MtSSOURI•ST LOUIS
W, 42-54
Coaches vs. Cancer Omsk (at khamt, Fla)
11-20
Jarnes Madison
W, 71-43
11-72
North Caroline Central
W, 64-61
11-23
Florida International
W, 84-71
11-28
TENNESSEE WESLEYAN W 106-49
12-3
EASTERN KENTUCKY•• W,62-60
12-5
MOREHEAD STATE'
W. 86-56
12.12
at East Tennessee State' W 81-57
12.15
al Louisiana Tech
L. 87-61
12-19
CHATTANOOGA
W 73-62
12-22
at Western Kentucky^
L, 82-73
12-30
at SIU-E'
W. 82-51
1-4
UT MART1N•
W, 83-59
1-7
at Tennessee Stairs'"
W. 80-59
1-9
at Aukr
,
Peay'S
Y'r, 69-53
1-11
E AS TE Err.
W 75-59
1-14
JACKSONv.LLE STATE' W 72-68
1-16
TE NNE S.SE r. TECH'
W, 86 66
1-21
at Eastern tennis'
W, 60-51
1-22
at Sn.lheast krks.sourr
01, 80-61
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
1-27
SIU E
7pm
1-30
at UT Marton'.
1 p.m
24
TENNESSEE STATE'
7:30 p m
2-6
AUST PEAY•
7.30 p m
2-11
at Tennessee Tech'^
7730 p.m
2-13
Jadonnyila 9kate^
4 30 p
FJOL:T.,AST MISSOURI* 7 p m
2-18
2-20
ESPNU BRACKET BUSTER TBA
2-25
at Morehead Stele"
7 p.m
2-27
at Eastern Kentucky^
8pm
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
3-2
OVC Toum Ouarterfina,s TBA
3-5
OVC Tourn Sb.n.!.rtals. IBA
3-6
OVC Toum Champ
TBA
'—OvC. Clark))
•- ESPNU
/—ESPkr.2
^--Rdos, TV Pikrowork

Marcus Brown

From Pegs 18
Lilly sank a wing three iuid
drew d foul, completing the
tour-point play.
The second run came later
in the second quarter, consisted of threes from both Lilly
and Simmons. and stretched
Calloway's lead to 30-14.
The Ltikers fix:used on an
inside-out transition game,
bringing the ball upcourt
quickly, penetrating to the
basket, then kicking out to
their shooters.
"Every player loves to
play uptempo," Lane said.
"But sometimes if we can
kick the ball around, make
some passes and get better
shots, that's still an uptempo
style. but it's creating ofl the
break and I thought we did
that a couple times tonight."
Calloway created much of
its offense off steals from a
scrappy f ull-court press.
Offensively. the Lakers were
able to break Caldwell's man
press, translating several
cross-court passes ono easy
layups.
"When they hit a basket,
we just tried to get it out arid
go," Lilly said. "We tried to
go over the top a couple times
ant: goi a lot of layups.-

Hu%inok•HAM(
•
VIM

'11:0
!

Women's Golf

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger TimeS
Calloway County point guard Austin Lilly looks to
pass as he's hounded by two Caldwell County
defenders during the Lakers' 67-39 win Monday night
at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Lilly scored a game-high 17
points.
Hill was Calloway's second-leading scorer behind
Lilly. contributing 13 points.
In all, nine Lakers reached
the scoring column as
Calloway got eight points

makeup and I just think that
comes with maturity and
expenence."
Continuing tr_• feed the
post will be one of
Kennedy's points of emphasis as tht Racers will host
SIU Edwardsville
on
Weti•-stiLl (7 p.m.), before
traveling to UT Martin on
Saturday.
"We're more concerned
with how we are playing,"
he said. "(SIUE) has beaten
a few teams early in the
year. but they. have been
strug,gling lately. We've got
to get better with our post
illys defending out on the
floor. That'll be our emphasis this week.
"I still don't think we
have played our best basket
ball. We haven't had everyone play really good in a
while and that's what we're
going to have to have for us
to have any kind of success
in the postseason."

By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE rly (AP) - The top
learns in Ihe Kentucky Associated
Press high school heskettiall ports weth
first-piece ...outs ((Ku) ts total points
and pre...Gus ranking,
BOYS
Raniu-School
FPV Red TP Pre
1 Lou Trimly
113118-2 130
1
2 Lou Ballard
-17-3 117
2
3 Holmes
-13-4 99
3
4 Lou Eastern
.14-5 63
5
5 Scott Co
• 14-5 80
7
6 Chniskan Co
-18-3 55
10
7 Shelby Valley
-13-3 41
6
8 Lou Jeltersontown -13-4 31
4
9 Lou Seneca
16-4 30
8
10 George Roge.s Clark -174
22
Others receiving voters: Lex Lafayette
20 Bowling Green 17 Lexington

20I0 Athletic
Hal
l
of
Fan
nie
Banquet & IrldUCtIOrl Cerem

apiece frc,m Josh Humphrey's
and Blake Maness, seven
from Shawn Thompson and
six from Simmons.
Thompson returned to
action after missing the final
two garnes of the Superman
Classic while out of town
attending a family funeral.
He didn't s-,rt, coming off
the bench instead to contribute a free throw and a
layup in the first quarter.
Maness got the starting
nod instead, giving the
Lakers more size and
i.bounding but sacrificing
Thompson's explosiveness.
"(Thompson) played well
off the bench tonight and
that's something we may
have to look at down the
road," Lane said. "He can
come off the bench and play a
lot of minutes. He bnngs a lot
of energy at times and it
seems like he's always in the
middls of the action."
With the win. the Leiters
improved to 10-11 and can
get back to .500 with a win
tonight
over
Hickman
County.
Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Caldwell Cc
Calloway Co

12 9 8 10 - 3B
19 18 18 12 • 67

From Page 18
The Lady Tigers are 19-1 and
one of just three one-loss teams
in the state. Marion County,
ranked No. 1 in Monday's
Associated Press poll, and No. 3
Madison Central are their only
company.
Murray received six votes in
the poll. placing them at 15th.
And when the Lady Tigers
step on the court with Glasgow
in the first rour1r4. of the smallschool
state
tournament
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at
Eastern Kentucky University,
theyll
look
to
Starks,
Artnstrong and Shelby Crouch
for scoring.
They'll look to 6-foot-2 center Sian House to be as commanding an inside presence as
she was Saturday against
Balltud.
But what they'll ask of Sarah
Crouch and 11,mson is equally
important — leadership.
-They are 100 percent the
emotional leaders of this team,Turner says. -The younger girls
just thrive off the effort Emily
and Sarah put in every lay.
When they're not in the game.
they're on the bench. talking and
getting people where they're
supposed to be on the floor.
"Sarah and Emily have
earned the respect of every kid
on this team and that makes all
these younger kids want to play
that much harder for them. You
don't have to be a leading scorer
or a leading rebounder to be a
leader. and I think thesc kids
prove that."
Beeause their leadership
styles are plenty different,
Tumer says that makes them
that much more effective.

Aivertil

Murrav-Calloway County
and RcLreation

Benson leads with her intelligence of the game. She's a
coach on the floor and is vocal
in getting her teammates where
they need to be and reminding
them of opponent's tendencies:.
Crouch leads with her in:
your-cace intensity. She fires
her teammates and isn't afraid to
challenge them.
Despite their lack of eyecatching offensive numbers;
they do contribute on the floot
as well, pnni.Tily on defense. '
Benson earns rtraise for her
no-fear
to take charges
while Crouch is usually good for
several steals per game.
They are teanunates r.ot only
on the basketball court, but on
the soccer and softball fields-as
well.
"We know how each othet
works and we're very defensive:
oriented,"
Benson
says':
"Neither of us has ever beeikit
big scorer. We're usually gent',
steals or shutting down the Ail
team's best player."
Of all the roles the senior chit)
plays, one of the most important
has been welcoming committee.
Starks and House were both
new additions to the team during
the 2008-09 season — Starks as
a transfer from Graves County,
House from across the pond in
England,
No two players were as
instrumental in making them
feel part of the family as Benson
and Crouch, Turner says.
"We tried to make them feel
included," Crouch said. "Just
because Janssen is a freshman
and we're seniors doesn't mean
anything. We saw v..here they
could take us especially with
Sian's height and Janssen's ability to see the floor."

YOUTH BASEBALL
8t SOFTBALL EARLY
BIRD REGISTRATION
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GIRLS
Rank-School
FPV Rai TP Pve
Manon C.o
1 .
113)20-1 130
2 DuPont 1.4anuel
• 15-4 102
2
3 Madison Central • 19-1 88
3 4 LCA
-15-3 69
4
5 Bowling Green
-17-2 59
6
6 Elizabethtown
-163 54
7 Lou IlAercy
-12-5 45
9
8 %clic/sate Co
-16-3 43
7
.
9 Newport Cent C411 -13-2 33
10'
10 Boone Co
• 15-3 18
the) Henderson Co -1f3-3 18
Nen issakleg Nana 18 Bullet East 16
Lincoln Co 16 Lex Chnshar. 7 Mumay
IL Clay Co 4 Webster Co 4 Loy
Sacred Heart 2 Lex Paul Dunbar 1

This is Kentucky's 89th week at No. 1, which
"We want the respect of others and we have that trails only UCLA (134), Duke ( I I 11 and North
now," Patterson said. "When we became No. 1, Carolina (105).
iCalipari) started talking about it and he wants it to
Kansas, the only other No. I team this season,
motivate us. He said teams that he's had have kept Villanova, Syracuse and Michigan State all moved
the No. 1 and just ran with it, and that's just what up one place from last week to be second through
he wants us to do and that's what we expect to do" fifth

Stephanie Saleem

the first

Catelk 16 North Hardm 6 Corbin 4
Crittenden Co 3 West Aksaanan•

From Page 1B
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•Lady Tigers

Caldwell Co. (4-12) — Gray 17.
Wisdom. 9. Hooks 6 P Pool 3 Kilgore
2 Moms 2
2-pt. 15-50 3-pt: 2-16 FT: 7 16
Rebounds: 40
Calloway Co.(10-11) — Lilly 17 HAI
13 Maness 8 Humphreys 8.
Thompson
7
Simmons
6
Schwettrnan 4 Green 2, Dick 2
2-pt : 23-53 3-pt: 8-17 FT: '3-22
Rebound*. 4)1

Football
; 1951-19571

iI997-2000i

0.111/41,11 41!!! II.

-•

KENTUCKY PREP POLL

jenny i5aag Mcparnei

Men's Basketball .
I 992- I-996)

tH • 111.111th •1.sle

iholra 1411
.
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•Easley
From Page 18
such a threat anti gives them
such a big presence,' Nutt
said. "But I think they're
better than that, they're so
well rounded that when
shots aren't failing, they are
able to gel the ball down on
the block_ and get it to him.
He was what. 5-for-5?
"Three of those were
dunks, but he had a couple
of earned baskets on the
block and that makes them a
better team when you are
able to throw it down low
when things aren't going
your way. That's whai they
have with him. he's a good
player."
For Kennedy, Easley's
strength comes from his
maturity and his experience.
"We're trying to get him
the ball more,- he said. "He
has a lot more confidence.
too. We're starting to see
benefits from his physical
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Non
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Early Bird Discount Ends 4 pm March 1. after that
date $55 per child
MCC'Parks offers a scholarship program
for
y kids. no child left out.

[EtDELIVER)
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FOR MORE INFO.
:4:70,-8P9•4000

('all the Parks OtTice at 762-0325 for more details.
Registration forms as ailable at the office or may be
don nloaded at n ss.murras park.s.org
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested lo check
the fast newton of the. ads tor an).
error Murray Ledger & Times vol be

Hwdin 6 Corbin 4
Met Jessamine 1

020

Room

none Lob For Sow
Mom. mono* F. Soft
Waal. moss For war.
Moose Flow Lots For NOM
Mangos 11441140
aaraornonte For nora
Room& For Rent
Oloome For laora
glorlype nontalo
Convoln00 Property

PM'•Ilupplies
Vomitus* & Samoan
Pubk lab
Lard for Real sr Loam

41.49, CLASSIFIED AD RATES
430
436
440
443
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466
400
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Me
4.6
500
SIO
S20

Flool Saar
ioao Prolneh
Loft For SOF
Lob For arm
Fano For fisle
144100941
Home For 0.104
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• •• t or edit any submitted matter
Ticsporriromerriiiim
noirescos
.
,

FrOe Caltaron

•

Fr1.11L/11

Sfrir Sat

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart 'sa,r-r Sl..n Class,t n-ds
'
,mart ‘sa
•

DEADLINES

liono

58.50 Column Inch,601.; Discount 2nd Run,
40'1. Discount 3rd Rust.
f Al/ 3 Ads Must Run WIthire t, Day Per10d I
$3-35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

likisarceem• a ATV•
auto runs
Spori vtalty Amos.
U•aa Cora
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Happy
Biethelay

Occupational Therapist poratiori available.

SLEEP TECHfiOLOGIST

'

Love your

1••••• AMMON ,

Due to expansion into this area. we have
full-nme positions available.
Applicants must be sharp and
have a sincere desire to work.
Those selected s..1! h..ve excellent
adyancenient opportunities with our
growing cornpany.

rill

44144/i?4 J8
K INDERMUSIKRegister
now
for
Winter/Spring classes.
Classes avail-"sle tor
ages Newborn- 5years oid. Register by
calling (270)753-3763
or (270)978-1960
NOTICE
Advertisers are
req,..usted to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported Immediatlefy So corrections can
be made.

JUST give us ri call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we ail have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
_136T: Female miniaiture
Schnauzer: salt&
pepper, Lynn-Grove
area 435-4608

I

Zit&
LiELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Co Propane
Gas al Murray has an
oPening for a local
propane oelivery bobtruck driver and tank
pet-installer Must
hive a CDL-HazMat
wffanker Excellent
pay. great benefits
Piease call 753-7485
cx toll free for Warren
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 142 or email him
et. wvanwyck Oupgas

,
.00fT1

POSITION availabte
lor LPN or RN in a fast
paced medical office
urgical experience
preferred but not
required. Send resume
lo PO Box 465
Huntington. TN 38344

We offer 540k-560k 1st year potential
Cash bonuses
Incredible Incentives
Great retirement plans
5 days work week
Serious inquiries only; please call
1-866-534-6174 Tuesday-Wednesday, 8am-4pm to
requcst an interview'. Sorry. no phone interviews.
Ask for John Stamper.

DISCLAL‘IER
When accessing the
-heip wanted" section
on OUT 410441tiees

webpage al
mumayledger com.
you will he redirected
to formetwork com.
fi!, default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear an
this website
However. as a national
website. nix all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are elm:n:1 du-ough
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if sou hase any
qUeS4100,regarding
the fsturras area
Joh listings Thank you.

HOME based business, unlimited
incorne, ion my Avon
team, call Kim.
(270)873-9917
LAW firm seeks legal
secretary Real estate
experience preferred
Send
resume
to.
Resume PO Box 883.
Benton, KY 42025
SCHWARZ SUPPLY
SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Applicants must be
very detail oriented,
excellent reading skills,
Shipping
and
Receiving experience
(preferred not mandatory), able to be work
on feet for at least 8-to12 hours a day. Be
able to push, pull. & lift
up-to 50-lbs
Will be working sorne
Saturdays
Must be available to
work
overtime
as
needed.
PLEASE APPLY IN
PERSON ON LOCATION

SERVAL L LLC. o
Murray is seeking
energetic and enthusiastic persons to loin
our team. The posrtion
of Technicians are currently being sought.
Persons applying must
possess
diligence.
communication skills,
and the ability to work
in coniunction with others. Applicants must
pass a background
check, a drug screening, and obtain a PCO
license Training is provided. Pay is based on
expehence. Paid holidays. vacation, and
401k are also available Some overtime is
mandatory.
Servail
LLC of Murray is an
equal
opportunity
employer and all applications are considered
with no discrimination
against age, sex, or
race. Women and
minonties arii encouraged to apply

llit
Hi ownik,

BUYING old U S Coin
collections
Pay.ng
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray

ONE 13owflex Extreme
2 exercise machine
One king wood burning
stove with blower One
antique wood burning
cook stove 753-8555
227-4450
Trends N
Treasures
1306 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)781-8255

4BR, C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071

Equal cpportunrc.,

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NICE 2BR, 1BA. CHA,
all appliances & WD in
Hazel $400 + dep No
pets, ref & lease
753-1059
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD al-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bed5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newry
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W,'D.
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric
$600mno plus deposit
270-492-8211
CE,
For Reit

(270) 753 1713

1.480 sq ft
Sunset Blvd
S139,000

(270)293-248Z •
TVe Buy: House's!
Immediate
Debt ael•er
Sontag an Esmi•

,•"1-0.1 norm
if-Fir.i! Fair
.•

•01Seil

FOro I. -.OM

Local
c Bust III
Can 114p1
No Com 11-•
No Nut,OK
761HOMILLOM
(270) 76I-HOME

liegal ro ads.ertr4. any poi,rno. il01,14t
•r dkvrunina•
tan baNtal on ro.e. u4or reitoon.
hand•ar.
iaau. or national ongot or Intro:1m to nolo. an, 4144+ prefermar..
ir J1,1110014
'
,
rate

270-753;5562
\(111
\
I It( ••• 1 Olt (.1

tort,1

if n• 14 tn.,,
tt,IditIttrt ttt

•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 sous soma
Res.. Com.,& Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

r•

,s.1•••k.deal
,d,

t tr

2003 H-D Heritage
Classi._. Black, 2,800
miles. 270-293-7404.
See at Cain's. Inc.
641N

ttrt,
r,ttt tt.htttit

hirther O44...tanir Oh Fair
tiouung Myer-U.10g requirement, curtae NAA ouruel
ru P %Liam, l'1111.411-10111

753-9562
436-2/167 Lamb's
Professio.ial Tree
Service. Complete tree
o•moval, Meg
cleaning, mauling. etc.
Insured Emergency
293-1118

Used Cars

_ 110j.UM-,
MOTOR SIKES

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
ou, garages. gutters,
junk & tree worlc.

We:Finance
hollapalmotorsales cc270-7534461

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates
1414 Oalthill Dr ,
145x175, quiet cul-desac Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

APPuANCE REPAIR
SERVICE A PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Need to sell your
Truck or Car?
Call us we will be
glad to help
Mumri Lesser Times
270-753-1916

3BR, 1-1/2 bath
house. 1713 Oakhill
Dr. $75.000.
(270)293-1446

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's & ,
repairs, decks prat.
sure
washed
arKt
stained.. 436-2228.. •

Uwe Trucks
96 Chevrolet 3/4 ton,
ext. cab. 4x4 $2,950
978-5655

220-acre farm estate 8
mi. E of Murray.
Fenced cattle farm
w/2000 SF farrn
house. bam, sheds.
etc. Two ponds, gravel pit and trailer park
on property_ Call
Joshua
502-235-4152

riLin

122Offend
7curies

(270)873-9916

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

753-1816 227-0611

Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

(270)'227-9212

BG

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

All line ads
placed in our
paper are
posted on
our website
for tree!

CARPI\ II:1

FREE
ESTIMATES,

1

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleid Estates.
L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
weer d 121 S Gkedde.
liX10 $25 10xI5 se
(ro,136-2524
(2701293-6906

1(27:122/-0567
All Carpentry Const
New homes. Additions,
Remodel, Saggirkg &
Rotten floors Vinyl
Siding.
Decks
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Lkensed & insureo

e

*

FORTNER Gas Co.
Murray's newest
propane dealer Call
761-4427
NOW accepting yards
to mow. Free esti-..
mates. Call
(270)873-9637

Don't Be A

*

•
:
*: :
at

Subscribe to the
*

NEON REACH
' MINI STORAGE

* * I

* LE
MD
URG
RAE
Y R &TIMES*i
Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
555.00
I yr....--5105.0$

I ize Unite
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Local Mail •'•
• •

3ow --Met.
lass.

08

yz

TOOM

I
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANC IFS
WARD ELKINS

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Man
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

at

3Bed 2Bath-

Nun.. 1,dge. & flews Fair
tiousinK
Noti,e
All Mal

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-964.
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
riScreened Porches
-Garages
iiWater & Termite
Damage
•Decks
n-iomei Mobile Home
Repair
436-551'

NEW
CONSTRUCTION

11311lob For Saks

2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
5600/month, no pets.
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5:00.

1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

MDM COMPUTERS
SerncerSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

IlL)RSE
KL)%141/ING.
s12II s3 13.•
st NI -OR 1..A.S11
• Of i 1 4 al \MIS
V,1
‘11 KRA%
•
‘11 I
2'11,29.1 -- 114.
7711-291 -315

r,r1.1"'T,

2BR near MSU, appiiances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

AdF Warehousing
New MSU $20-50
753-73

2BR duplex, w.rappliances & carport. no
pets. Call 227-7414

Need cash'? Like can
dles7 Make money
selling candles! Call
Tern 0 270-331-8585
for info

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3631

Rentals

2BR duplex, C/H/A.
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

srt wah the elderly rn their home. hospital tr nursing home
753-6546 or 210-4173.

460
Horns, For Sass

Supplies

ba.tA

2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets,
5300/rno. 767-9037

PART or full-time
mecnanic needed.
Flexible hours
Expenenne preferred.
but
not rehounkr. To aPPIY.
call 270-753-2072.

For SIM
STORE Manager
Shoe Sensation is
looking for a Siora
Manager in Murray. KY
Qualified candidates
must have a minimum
of 2 years expehence
as a retail store manager. The store manager would be responsible for all say-to-day
operations. managing
a team of approximately 6 associates. and
above all dhving sales
This candidate should
have a successful
track record in suggestive selling as well as
motivating a team
Salary and bonus program discussed at
interview
Benefits
available after 90 days
Email resume and references to pmcelhinny0shoesensation.co

orRssot

1 OR 2br apts. nea
dowrtown
Mu
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
IBR, pnce reduced,
vanous locations
Coleman RE
753-9698.

and Great
Grandchildreng

team this season,
n State all moved
e second through

2BED,2beth, no pets,
$450 deposit,
5450/month.
(270)889-4653

IPUCES.WORK

;„.

Grandchildren

293-2487 Firewood

Lacelle.nt sandy and honellt package. Submit resumes to JPPICs Human
Kesourct, Dri,artment or tax to 270-251-4507
Purchase Medical Center
ilumen Pommes Deportment
ION Medical Cairn Orde. Mayfield. fir 42086
MirtVoro

38F32BA bnck in city.
Quiet residential neighoorhood, central-neat
& air, kitchen stove
fridge, dishwasher
WrD-hookup,
big
lenced back yard
5850
TEL.-270-767-1 176
Nice country home. 3
miles North of murray
..313R, IBA, detached
garage, new CHA
W/D hook-up hardwood floors. new
remodel, no pets, non
smoking. lease $550
mo secunty deposit
Eve 759-1204

Fbelsood

rull-time Sleep Technologist position available. Requirements Graduate of
an accredited school of polysomnography or experienced polysomnographic
tech i registry preferred) or credentiaded resperatory therapist with a desire
So
practice In a sleep laboratory em",nalmient.7p-7a.

S.
411›.

/pc

SLEEPER sofa light
blue backgrc,und with
mum-coated flowers
great condition $200
293-2102

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

A Career Opportuniv

Mrs. Estelle Al
Allen
g

RP'
<

CARDIAC NASE PRACTMONER

Part-time Cardiac aurae Practitioner in a cardiology practice. Current
frentuLAy Licensure and credentialed aurae Practitioner, BLS. ACLS and will
be required to take call Cardiac expenence required.

FUR-time kfT.ASCP) or MLT position availabile. Midnight shift 7p-7a

•
•

t

2BR21BA in city completely redecorated
new heating & AC
units krtchen stove.
fridge WD-hookup
no pets $450 You
Pay utilities Can
addWasher/Dryer
units-extra.
TEL -270-767-1176.
3BR IBA. 1604 Ryan
Cai,A no pets. 1 year
lease $550 00
753-963u

GREAT AFTER
. CHRISTMAS
:SALES'
. MAIN.STREET
- Ftifillf44,6HINGS
401 MAPLE ST
l270) 761 7653

Jackson Purchase Medical Center

MEDIC.AL TECHNOLOGIST

GUN
SHOW
at rraders
Mall off of 124
exit 16.
Jan. 30 & 21.
Sat 9-5
Sun 9-3
Admission
$5.00
kids 12 4
under free.
Register for
gun giveaway.
•Food Drive
•Buy •Sell or
•Trade

ilk;

390
Livestock

NO %/tsetse

GET THIS DU
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax:
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LAIN 406041

2BR bnck, appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0728, 994-3308
3BED bnck. 2bath,
appliances furnished,
C/H/A. $650/mo
753-3487

Rest of KY/TN

812 Whitnell Ave.

&

753-3853
ommencoi Prop. FOf
For Rent Large commercial building with
office Call Pam for
details 502-314-8328.
Skives
AKC registered lab
puppies, black &
chocolate $150
(731)247-5142

RENOVATED
4BR,
IBA home near hospital. Beautiful hardwood,tile floors, sunroom. basement. appliances, new CrH/A.
2.200 Wt. 58.000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate. 579.500.
270-761-1317

SvO 00
1 ye.--..-...$120 Of

I Check

Money Order

•

Visa

WC

• Name
s St. Address__

1
1

-7.I
:•:1

City
1 State

Zip

I Davtime Ph.
The Place to
Start.... Murray
ledger 8 Tunes

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

• 63sew$70.50
Imo.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
.575.00

(270)753-1916

I

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270)753-19111

•' I.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. out
inaccureves do occur

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding firewood Insured 489
2839

Murray Ledger & Times

M&M ROOFING

Readers using this
information do so at
melt own nsk. Although
persons and comparues rnentronecl herein
are nelieved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any rest:ion:et:41rry whatsoever for their

Courtney named
Rotary student
of the month

EICIfv,t,

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Ramoval

• wet!) & spe‘.141 ractups
•iocalty owned/opt:NW

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

(270) .5 1 9-4729

As na! BucicatTruck
Insured

I lantfltfin (..tanite

NDSCAPE

lay
1301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087 -

YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

aft=

-Besury •Sateity
•Secutity
.Enersty Efficient
•Pro Eqwpment
.Pro Inetatiation
.30 Yre Experience
1E1M LIMONS
Irrigation
270-43S-477i

Horoscope

(270)898-6733
(270)564-8798
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STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade
Students of the Month for December are Colton Rains, Trace Weatherly, Maddie
Balmer, and Chenah Burks. These students were chosen because of outstanding
character, work habits, behavior, and cooperation with their peers and teecher5
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HAPP1 BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Jan. 27, 2010:
This year, your actions directly reflect events. Give up your attitude
or a need to control, and much could happen with great ease. Let go
of a need to have events unfold as you think they should. The end
results will be far better If you are single, you could meet people
with ease. Know the type of bond you desire when deciding which
person to make your sweetie. If you are attacheci. you will need to
focus on the caliber of your daily life. CANCER can be soothing but
a true stick in the mud.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive.. 3-Average; ?.-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARiES (March 21-April 19)
****
time. nas come to mellow out some. You have pushed
perhaps beyom reason Now is the time for a break. Realize your
limitiltions and that even you need to slow down. Don't allow sombone's MOod 10 impact you. Tonight Order in.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Keep communication going, and i iniersten -' exactly what
needs to be done You could be overwhe,me,-•
;no vassiLlities that
exist around you. Return calls and see what comes up. Realize what
is happening -huh a neighbor. Tonight: Do more listening.
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CHEER AWARDS: The foitowing Calloway County Cheerleaders received awards
at the CCHS Football banquet. From left, Kelsey Young (:,--trsity Most Improved),
Brooke Paschall (Varsity Most Spirit`,. Sumer Starks (Varsity Best Attitude), Kennedy
Crawford (Varsity 110%). Rachel Ross (JV 110%), .;:ax Mehr (JV Best Attitude),
Jordyn Eindges (JV Most Spirit). Not pictUred is Haley Rogers(JV Most Improved).

GEMINI(May 2:-June 20)
***** You iight
ider what your limits are. Certaiilty, it might

1

be hard to deiemiine. viot perhaps the exception of your finances. if
you would rather approach a different matter, walk a conservative
path. You will be much more content. Tonight: Your treat.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** Mow more happiness to P .ter your life. Soineone who continually aims to gain control might not be worth dealing with You want
more openness and fewer games. Support yourself in those desires.
Tonight: Enjoy each moment.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Smile, but keep your leelings to yourself. You are best off not
being fn^ abundant in what you share. Someone might be itching for
an arg,,iiient. But you do need to feed someone the information in
order to cause a pnAem. Touch base with your inner needs. Tonight:
Try an early bedtime.
WIG°(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Knowing your objectives could help you overnde someone
who might decide most unexpectedly to take a stand. You can handle it, but not necessarily vvell. Keep your long-term goals in mind,
and don't allow yourself to digress, if possibl, • 7 ight: Where the fun
is.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Realize that someone might not be intending to, but nonetheless is limiting you. Realize what is acceptable. You might need to
establish your limits once more, questioning the very premise from
which you are coming. Tonight: Burning the candle at both ends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Events force you to think and stretch your mind. Certain
issues are no longer acceptable, and you are not likely to let the status quo continue. How you see a situation could change radically
given time. You might feel far more upbeat later. Tonight: Allow your
imagination to wander
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Someone makes an offer you might feel is too good to be
true. You can test the waters if you would like to. but then it is most
likely the person will back off. Are you willing to accept the risk
involved? Tonight: Dinner for two
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Remain mellow and easy. Understand what needs to happen.
Listen to news that heads in your direction, the inexplicable occurs.
Power plays become inevitable if you decide that it has to be youi
way. Relax and trust in others' abilities, Tonight. Fatigue plays a role.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**a** Understand what is happening behind the scenes at work.
Though you might not be able to sleuth out a situation or even imagine what is up, focus on your work Take care of your share of what
must be done. Tonight. Take a break from your routine.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Stay on top of work. desptte a potential distraction. You
might not be able to handle everything that is on your plate. Know
when you have had enough, and call it a day. Focus on a personal
matters at a later time. Tonight: Zero in on what you want.
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SCIENCE PROJECTS: Lorrie Booth's P3 class has been learning all about animals
and the many differe,,,
lets in which they live To complete the unit of study, students created their own animal habitats. Pictured with their habitats are. from left,
Katelyn Hodges, Kameryn Key and Sean Shelton

Jamie Courtney is the Rotary November
Studeat of the Month for Murray High
School. Selected by
Ityey members,
c
fac
ouurtn
was
recently recognized
for this honor at a
Rotary meeting.
A MHS senior who
was chosen by her
classmates as "Best
All Around Female,"
Courtney plans on
pursuing a professional career as a
physician's assistant and atfegrni
gnEtrray
State University as a Biology major.
A 2009 Character Cou.nts representative,
Courtney believes good character traits are
very important at Murray High School. "I
am very honored to have been chosen a, a
Murray High character counts represer...,tive, as good character is highly valued
here," she said. "Character means serving as
a good role model to my peers and exhibit
excellent tnoral character in every aspect of
life, not only in education,
•;•rcughout
life."
Lisa Polivik. MHS Honors English instructor, describes Jamie as a "very classy yams
woman." "She is a smart, dedicated student. Her ability io overcome adversity .is
truly admirable,- she said.
A Beta, 1, al. ,sh and Pep Club member,
Courtney also served as the 2008-2009 Black
and Gold Newspaper reporter and circulation
matager.
A 2009 Lead America Medicine and
Healthcare conference participant, Courtney
recently attended their summer conference.
While there, she was abie to participate in
medical simidariNts activities that included
Healthcare Professionals Forum. Clinical
skills, briefings, leadership deselopment
workshops and medical school briefing and
admissions panel discussiom. 1..eading
researchers. physicians. and educators
exPosed students to the challenges of managed care, ied discussions about global
health issucs, and provided cutting-edge
processes in diagnosis and treatment.
Courtney conducted patient interviews, evaluations, and assessments to diagnose the illne-ies and then selected treaunent regimens
- while weighing healthcare and insurance
costs - to obtain the optimal outcome.
A Big Brother Big Sister Volunteer who is
aiso active in the Hardin Baptist Youth
Group, Courtney travii d in Nicaragua last
summer on a missionary trip. She is the
daughter of the late Jill Courtney and the late
Dr Jim Courtney.

CCMS Speech takes sixth at Larue
The
Calloway
County
Middle School Speech Team
competed at the J. Garland Blair
Swing Tournament in Larue
County on January 16th. Ten
students advanced to the final
round of the tournament, prequalifying
for the
them
Kentucky High School Speech
League State Tournament in
March.
'The team placed 6th overall
in the Larue County High
School portion of the tournament. Nate Clause claimed 1st

in extemporaneous speaking.
The improvisational duo team of
Marlee Barrett and Audree
Harper placed 6th. Clara Arnold
placed 6th in interpretation of
literature. Katie Nethoff placed
6th in solo acting. The duo acting team of Dylan Warmack and
Kattlyn English placed Sth overall.
The team also placed 6th
overall in the Larue County
Middle School portion of the
tournament. Nate Clause once
again claimed 1st place in

extemporaneous speaking. The
duo acting team of Katelyn
White and Courtney Martin
placed Sth and Clara Arnold
placed 6th in interpretation of
literature. Katie Neihoff placed
3rd in prose interpretation and
3rd in solo acting. Lauren Cox
placed 5th in solo acting and
Audree Harper placed 4th in
solo acting.
Twenty-five CCMS students competed at the tournament. The following students
also contributed to the tearns

success:

Halee Bergman, Levi

Briggs,
Brandon
Falwell.
Landon Eike, James Harrison.
Craig Lamb, James Lugo.
Stephanie
McClain,
Kyle
Mitchuson, Devyn Poston,
Tanna Roberson, Tyler Sirls,
Mariana Spengler, Holland
Tetrev, Travis Tucker, and Bree
White.
The team will compete next
at the Kentucky High School
Speech
League
Regional
Tournament at Calloway- County
High School in February.

BORN TODAY
Drummer Nick Mason (1944). author Jennifer L.B.
adress Bndget Fonda (1964)

eece (1970),
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Zebra, Domestic Short Hair black
and white, sr.. months, male

Baby, Golden Retnever
months, male
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SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM ,
1"
tit mom intormation contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter t
at (270)759-4141
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Pictured are members of the CCMS Speech Team who recently competed at Larue County
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